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RNING, DECEMBER 6, 1965.
RATE LEGISLATION
y
Made Paramount in Mes-
sage of the President
4
4I
LCh"G AND STRONG DOC-
UMENT IN The. MAIN.
Stress Laid on Restraint of Corpora-




Washington, Dec. n.—The presi-
dent's message was reid to the two
house. of congese today. It took
three hours to read the document,
but the members of both the senate
and the 'home gave it unusual atten-
tioo, exhibiting more than the usual
interest ink such papers. That part
which had' reference to the railroad
rate bill perhaps received the most
marked attention, the president brav-
ing made the question the paramount
one of his mestage. The document
is an unusually long one and though
somewhat characteristic of the au-
thor is a strong paper from all stand-
points. The message at a glance is




Foremost stress laid upon the press
isqg nece•sity for corporation re-
straint.
Would confer .upon the Internale
Commerce Commission the power to
name a reasonable maximum rate up-
on complaint.
He points out the numerous de-
vices for preferring one shipper over
another.
He wouln find a way for Federal
supervision over violations within a
Nate.
Urges that instant effect be given
the action of the Commission to
*tend until reversed by higher au-
thority.
Deprecates limiting use of injunc-
tion in labor disputes.
Takes wrong ground on the abuses
child labor.
Side -wipe at race suicide.
Suggests tariff revision on the
"maximum and minimum" basis—
otherwise reciprocity.
"To cut down the navy would he
a crime against the nation."
A general arbitration treaty by all
nations represented at the forthcom-
ing Hague conference it suggested.
"The Golden Rule must not be con
%trued in a fantastic manner, as for-
bidding the exercise of the police
power."
"If we had not revamped the Mon-
% roe Doctrine to suit changing condi-
tions it would have become obso-
lete."
"It is out of the question to claim
a right and yet shirk the responsibil-
ity for its exercise."
Does not think more ships neces-
sary for the navy at prevent.
'Recommends provision for national
tare of the graves of Confederate
eked.
"We cannot have too much immi-
gration of the right sort, and we
ehoold' live none whatever of the
wrong sort"
He holds rigidly to civil service
system and urges that it be strength-
ened.
Recommends the .admission of In-
dian Territory and Oklahoma and of
New Mexico and Arizona as two
states.
"The Panama Canal will be built
without difficulty and within reason-





MAY BE VERY SERIOUSLY
AFFECTED
Electricians Threaten to Tie Up Ev-
ery Centries Wenh Cortcere
Is Interested.
Chicago, Ill., Dec. 5.—War begun
yesterday upon the Chicago Edison
company by the Electricians' Union
may develop into the most extensive
disturbance among the building
trades since the great lock-out of
moo. Several small strikes already
have been called and more will be or
dered today.
These agents of the Efectricians'
Union visited big down-town build-
ings in the afternoon and wherever a
non-union man was found employed,
the union men were ordered to stop
work. The name plan will be follow-
ed today. It is the intention of the
leaders to tie up every contract of
the Edison company on which non
union, men are employed.
In the down-town district an un-
usual number of buildings, it is said,
are in the hands of the electricians,
who are making repairs. All of these
jobs, provided they are being done
under the supervision of the Edison
company, will suffer from the strikes.
In the outlying parts of the city
apartment buildings. stores and reei-
dences likewise will be drawn into
the electricians' strike.
'Nothing is said to be behind the
strike except the decision of the offi-
cials of the union to insist upon the
employment of members of the or-
ganization.
lin greatest danger of the strike.
spreading lies in the attitude of the
other unions in the Associated Build-
ing Trades. It practically is certa.n
that the close alliance arnog the var-
ious trades will impel every union
workman employed on a building to
show his sympathy for the electric-
ians on strike. In such a case build-
ing operations will be brought to a
standstill. The board of business
events of the Associated Building




New York, 'Dec. 5.—The Herald
today says: Cuss. A. Peabody has
been selected as the next president of
the ltutual Life Insurance company.
Unless the program prepared yester-
day by the trustees is unexpectedly
changed, Mk. Peabody will be elected
at a meeting of the board to be ,held
tomorrow. According to this pro-
gram. Frederic Cron/well, now act-
ing president of the company, will be
made vice president and Emory Mc-
Clintock, the corripany's 'actuary, sec-
ond vice president. 'Messrs. Crom-
well and McClintock will replace
Messrs. Robert A. Granrris and Wal-
ter R. Gillette, respectively.
Thie steamer Twilight sank in twen-
ty feet of water Sunday at lock No.
on itonobgabela river. The crew
of twelve men escaped by hurrying to
the roof, irons which they were res-
cued in skiffs.
LICENSE BILL
AGREED FINE ASSESSED SO
THE CASE CATO BE AP- -
PEALED
Gene Hudson Was Given a Continu-
ance of the Charge of Carrying
Concealed Weapons.
In the police court yesterday morn
ing an agreed judgment was reached
in the case charging the Masonic and
Odd Fellows Building company with
violating the provisions of the li-
cense ordinance. This agreement was
that-s fine should be assessed against
the company on the Fraternity build-
ing of Us. an appeal taken by the
company from the police to the cir-
cuit court, and then if Judge Reed
decides the license ordinance is valid
in the respecr in controversy this
$ae fine is to be set aside in the po-
lice court and the building company
Then take out its licenee according to,
the ordinance.
The osdibance says any building
with more than four office rooms in-
side shall pay a city license, accord-
ing to the number of rooms. The
Fraternity building 'has about thirty
offices in it, and to pay according to
the ordinance schedule it would be
quite a sum. The Fraternity build-
ing owners do not believe the ordi-
nance valid, wed are having them-
in order to ten the legality of the
measure. The matter could not be
appealed to the circuit court unless a
fine of as much as $as had been as-
sessed, because where fines lower
than that is imposed it is not appeal
able, as the minimum is that figure
in Judge Reed's tribunal.
VOL 22, NO. 187
JUDGMEMTS GIVEN' ACCEPT THIRD
TWO PLAINTIFFS WON CASES
IN LIGHTFOOT'S COURT
YESTERDAY.
Deeds Filed Wherein Heirs of Late
Lloyd W Be:neva Divide Up
the Real Estate.
In the quarterly court yesterday
Judge Lightfoot gave the Monarch
Stone company judgment for $103.20
against J. S. and M. A. Downs, for
stone plaintiffs furnished defendants.
The judge also gave Herndon & Co.
judgment for $4o against H. P.
Brooks.
Division of Property.
A deed was filed yesterday with
the county clerk stipulating that
Mary and Ann Boswell transferred
their entire interest in property on
Fifth between Madison and Harrison
streets to Mrs. Mary Ayres Boswell
in consideration of a $2,932.33 claim
the latter has against the estate of
Lloyd W. Boswell, father of the chil-
dren. In consideration of this trans
fer Mrs. Boswell deeded to the two
othere her interest in, Fifth and Ad-
ams premerty and also property on
the west side of Boswell street.
Land lying in the county on the
Mayfield and Paducah road was sold
by W. H.' Simmons to Q. L. Shel-
ton for Poo.
W. L. Pugh sold to W. T. Coop-
er, for $tooO land in the county.
Property on the Etc/1ton road was
sold by E. G. Thompson to Chns
Museleman for $40.
George F. Backer sold to John G
Backer, for $667, property at Ninth
and Husbands streets.
E. D, Thurman transferred to
Chris Muselernan. for $135, property
in the Thurman addition to the city.
Other Charges.
Gene Hudson was given a continu-
ance until today on the charge of car
rying concealed weapons.
Dee Grace was fined $5 and costs
for being drunk and disorderly.
The petty larceny charge against
Floy Smith was continind
Hettie Prewitt war fined $t and
costs for being drunk, while the same
penalty was assessed J. F. Cureliff
for being drunk and disorderly.
There was dismissed the charge of
shotekenness against George I.eeper.
Licensed to Marry.
A colored couple securing a license
was Ruins Greer, aged 23. and Geor-
gia Thomas, aged 16, of the city.
The second battery of field artillery
arrived at Fort Riley, Kale, Sunday,
after completing an ovetland march





Coroner's Jury Held That Kinnon
and Warren Were Accessories to
the Killing.
Yesterday morning early at River-
side hoomital Harvey Johnson, col-
ored, expired of the wounds inflicted
on him the afternoon before at Sec-
ond and Court steets by Watt Ken-
nett, while Ed Warren and Frank
Kinnon both colored, aided and
abetted Kennett. After Johnson died
his body was removed to the.Pool &
Nance undertaking establishment on
South Third street where Coroner
Charles Crow conducted the inquest
into the death, with result that the
jury found as follows:
We, the jury, empaneled and sworn
to innvestigate into the death of
Harvey Johnson, now firing dead be-
fore us find after 'hearing the evidence
that said 'Harvey Johnson came to
his death from being stabbed with a
'knife in the hands of Watt Kennett,
and Frank Kinnon being his accom-
pike in arguing and promoting the
fight or cutting and holding thesaid
Harvey Johnson inhite midi Watt
Kennett did the nabbing. We furth-
er find that the said death was un-
provoked, wilful murder and Ed War-
ren was an accessory to the murder.
Signed
JOHN COUNTS.
' J. W. BURTON.
'M. J B ICIIA ELSO N.
CLEM FRA N CI OLA ,
J.I1M ELRoD 
HARRY RUDOLPH.
lAs the circuit grand jury is now
in session, that body will take up
the case which will not have to have
the preliminary examining trial like
granted in the police 'court when the
grand jury is not holdnig.
The three accused are in jail and
the witnesses appearing before the
coroner's jury have been summoned
before the grand jury. The coroner
buried Johnsod yesterdby at the
county cemetery.
?Kennett stabbed Johnson because
the latter asked the other for a
drink of whiekley.




brow Have to See How Many
Der the Contractor Shall Be
i Given Credit Fcr.
Vest day morning President Ed
P. Noble and Secretary Saunders
Fowksr, of the board of public works,
City Engineer Washington, Mr. Her
bert Lane, of Evansville, Ind., and
Contractor Bridges, local superintend
cut, went over the Third street brick
Work from Kentucky avenue to
Fourth end Broad streets. The tour
comprised the official inspection of
the improvement by the board of
works, and after they had thorough-
ly eeamtned the work it was found
propernd done, and accepted by the
board, oil behalf of the city govern-
ment.
• Mr.. Lent is the gentleman who
furrrishfid the brick for this work.
and is here to see about a settlement
for the material supplied.
New that the work is finished and
'questlihreof acceptance comes' up
there ale* arises the point about Con
tractor nridges being charged $10 a
day for itvery day he did not com-
plete the work within the time stip-
ulated he should in his contract. No.
ye r is. Secretary Fowler, of the
boa o1-works, yesterday said that,
th uld have to take up with City
er Washington this matter,
how many days Mr. Bridgeo
not work on account of bad
r, or from other providenttial
ca Of course where it was mot
the ntrector's fault that be couid
not ahead with- the work he will
not held to blame, and will be
eine credit for this number of days.
Where it was his fault neat the work
was liot completed wiehin the time
limit he will be charged $ro for each
end every day of that time. When
the board of works makes this charge
against Bridges then the latter is go-
ing to fall back onto Mr. Herbert
Lane of Evansville, because the lat-
ter supplied the brick for the Third
street work, and it was become of
'his de y in shipping the consignment
that severil weeks' Isiaa_
I trrne the part of kW Bridge
'men. . Bridges does net think he
•shouirf be made to beer the burden
for 'Last's delays, therefore will"not




ITO MARRIAGE ME BY TEL-
EGRAPH FR VIENNA,
ILLIN S.





Yesterday at noon there arrived
hers from MayfiellVliss 011ie Stank-
ard and Mr. Franc. A. re both
of Vicuna. Ill. 1sry pr 
44(l tthe county clerk's e to geta li-
cense to marry, ut arriving there
found the young lady was not of the
required age. Me. Myers is 30 years,
and when informed the consent of
the 'young lady's parent, will* hay:-
to be procurect - before a license
could be neued her this permission
was telegraphed for and came about
4 o'clack in the afternoon. Present-
ing same to the clerk the latter then
issued the. license to the couple,
which prgoeeded to Hotel Craig, at
Fifth and Jefferson streets, and at
4:30 e'clock in the afternoon 'a-ere
uniterrby Rev. E.:Innen, of the Cum-
berland Presbyterian church, in the
parkwe of the hostelry.
The couple were both very nice
and cultured Pecking people, the bride
being endowed with tintssuat good
looks and (lenity mannese. She
waited at the clerk's office while the
groom were C r the pareetsl permis-
sion, e Is was tekompbeet for,
AFTER GREEK BLACK MYSTERIES ,
DETECTIVE BAKER RETURN-
ED FROM HARRISBURG, ILL
WITHOUT HIM..
The Greek Would Not Come Back
v'oTneeensi :_en
Vs a a
Detective William Baker returned
yesterday from Harrisburg, In.,
where 'he went after Will Greek, the
former saloonkeeper of lower Court
street in this city. Greek ie wanted
here Los the charge of maintaining a
nuisance and refused to come back
without requisition - papers. On his
refusing to come the detective snore
out a warrant against him at Harris-
burg charging him with being a fugi-
tive from justice. This charge comes
up next Tuesday in the court there,
and pending that time the detective
will procure the reqissition papers.
Greek was indicted here in the local
circuit court on the charge of main-
taining a nuisance in the form of a
saloon on lower Court street, where
all kind of characters frequented.
Last week he closed his establishment
here and) went to Harrisburg where
he intended opening a lodging and
eating house with several of his re-
latives. The detective was sent over
after 'him, and bad Greek taken be-
fore the authorities. He refused to
come back, and the fugitive from jus-
tice charge ups then lodged, and




Whitt Woman Found Dead at the




'New York, Dec. 5.—Three of New
York's great highways, the river, the
underground railway and the street,
and that dark section known as
"Chinatown," each furnished a police
mystery today.
In two cases the subway and Chi-
natown, death had come between the
victims and the investigators. In the
first the police have only the mang-
led body of a man vneo, bsfore he
hurled himself before a rapidly mov-
ing train had taken every precaution
to thwart the efforts of the officers
to establish his identity. His cloth-
ing, unmistakably new, bore not a
single distinguishing mark, and not
even a trinklet was found in any of
the pockets. The man was about .to
'Greek locked up, being unable to ,yeaeeofztge;weighing




dark hair and blue eyes and the ecrup
ulous care with which he was dressed
irdicated that he was not a la.boree.
Beyond these meager details, how-
ever, nothing is known. The man
jempecl in front of a train as it
swung into the One Hundred and
Thirty-seventh street and Broadway
station of ene subway. His body
was literally ground to pieces.
turned here yesterday and orderer
the pepers right away, so as to 'have
them by next Tuesday when be goes
balk after his men. By lodning the
fugitive charge against him Greek
is prevented from escaping while
Officer Baker is after the papers.
Detective Baker believes he had a
narrow escape from being slugged
by some of Greek's friends night be-
fore last while in Hlarrisburg. It
seems that Greek had lead his rela-
tives to believe that be roiled in
money, and all would get rich off the
eating and /calking house. When the
other Greeks found the detective
about to take Greek away, a party
of three followed the detective from
the courthouse to his hotel. They
were coming upon the detective when
-totter tbouglise-emesselhinw win up
166cl 'Pulling his gun, Walley could see
it, changed it to another pocket.
This deterred them for a while, but
in going around the next corner the
alssetb espied them trailing along be-
hind biro, and believes he would have
been- assaulted had not one of the
night police there come up with him
at the time.
Murderer Hanged.
Elk River„ Minn., Dec. 5.—C. D.
Crawford, who was convicted of the
murder of Heine Lundeen in a- box
car here on November zo, Kee, was
hanged bete today.
The clothing factory of Stahl, Ur-
ban & Co., at Terre Haste, Ind., was
destroyed by fire. The loss on build-
ing stock is Suloo,000.
4•111•1•••••••.••
Outside Couple.
Miss Koonze, of Williamson
county, , and Mr. J. Pitcher& of
M,arien Ill. arrived 'here yesterday
atfernoon at o'clock and proceed-
ing Resthe county clerk's office got
a maerlege license. They then stepped
into Judge Lightfoons office, down
the -hall, and were married.
The groom is 25 years." of age and
the bride 21, and the reason they
came here was because they are sec-
ond cousins and the laws of Illinois
prernin wetWinge of this close eou-
nectiettu •
s THE INJURED
BONE WILL BE TAKEN FROM
RAILROAD MAN'S
FOOT.
Miss Alice Ballowe Continues to Lin-
ger Wtth Severe Burns—Wood
Suffers Pain.
This morn;ng at the Illinois Cele
tral hospitaL Chief Surgeon D. a.
Murrell wilt 'operate on Mr. Louis
Feeny, fireman, who came here from
Chicago for treatment of his foot
which was mashed and painiully 'hurt
some months ago.
The young man is I brother eon
Traveling Engineer Feetry, of the
Louisville division of the Illinois Cen
tral, and bas been here several times
for his foot to be looked after. Sur-
geon Memelt finds it is absolutely
necessary to remove a portion of the
diseased or crushed bone, and win
accordingly operate on him today
Continues to Linger.
Mis,' 'Alice Bullowe continues to
linger at the home of her brother,
Mr Robert Ballowe, of the Clark's
river neighborhood of the county,
and the doctors would not be sur-
prised if she get well, now that she
has dome on for a space of time con-
sidered quite long considering the
natter* of heir serious' burns.
la Chinatown.
The Chinatown mystery was the
death of a woman, Louie Lane, a
white woman, whose husband, a Chi-
naman, died a skeet time ago. Since
then she had been living in Pell
street, in the house of Made Duet.'
not of the meet notorious of the-
atinestrittaders ut Wee* York, who is
now ,ender arrest waiting trial on a
eharge of murder. Louie Lane had
three callers last night, a Chinaman
and a white man and a white woman.
During the night these callers sum-
moned physician and notified the
police that their hostess had faintest
while she was entertaining them.
The physician, who fqpnd her dead
when he arrived, regarded the death
as suspirious. The police put the
three caller's under arrest and began
al, inve-stigaticni.
River Mystery.
' The central figure in the mystery
of the river is Win. Hallinger, aged
nt years, a market man, who says
/Isis home is in Yonkers. He was
dragged from Ease river near the up.
Per end of Hell Gate early hi, mores
ing, more dead than alive, by a tug-
boat captain who heard his criesnfor
help. Ifallinger says he c-ante down
from YonIcere yesterday with a load
of produce and after disposing of his
wares started out to enjoy himself.
He told the police that he retnem-
bred little from late lase night until
he was found struggling in the waver.
At the 'hospital it was found that the
mop had a fractured skint.
Suffers Great Pains.
Joe Wood, formerly of the
pollee force, is afraid the injury in
fliceed on him several weeks since
has not properly healed inside. The
skin joined together again all right,'
but, every once in a while the cap-
tairi suffers great pain from the in-
terior of ?Ws side, and at times is (su-
able to stand erect, the pain being so
Arvere. When he was cut the knife
peneensted deeply, and he fears that
remise complications may yet set up
to muse him trouble. If it is neces-
sary the place may be opened to as-
certain if any peen exist, inside, or
innt edltat is the -matter.
Young Girl.
Mabel Weber, a oo-year-old girl,
seas the fonrth victim. Found lying
Mtund, gagged and senseless., in the
hallway of the house in West Forty-
first envie, where sine resided with
two companions, she was taken' to
'hospital. For hour:s she was unable
tc give the police., any information
which would 296 thetn it, locating.
her assailants.
FROZEN TO DEATH DI WOODS
The 'Rev. T. E. Baker, a Baptist
Preacher, Found Dead.
Wavily, Ky., Dec. 5.—iMtr. T. E.
Baker better known as Polk Baker.
a Baptist preacher of some note, liv-
ing near Buffalo Lick chureb, font
ndiest south of Bagdad, wandered
away from his home on Thursday
evening, November :to. His family
and 'friends who have been searching
for him ever since that time found
him yesterday morning about El
o'clock one and a half miles -north of
Wackily in a woons frozen to death.
He lhari had nothing to eat since be f
left home and only visited two or
three houses during the time. He was
last ,en .Saturday evening, aid had








Lindo Murphy Convicted in
Circuit Court of Theft
WILL, HOWEVER, ES-
CAPE BENTON SENTENCE
The Evitts-Beadles Case Is Now Be-
fore Court—Was Taken Up
Yesterday.
WHAT WAS DONE IN
COURT DURING DAY.
cern which bought gocxle for )ears
front the F. Rehloopf Saddlery com-
pany of this city. Menifee came here
several months ago, and claiming he
was 4011 with the Mississippi house,
bought a big lot of goods from Reh-
kopf, and then got this -concern to
rash his check for, something- like
$too, he claiming he needed expeses
money and did not have time to wait
to hear from the Mississippi firm he
claimed he was stile. attached to.
The next day Rehkopf found Menifee
was not with his old house, so the
goods were not forwarded, and Meni-
fee was traced to St. Louis where he
was arrested and 'brought back by
Detective Moore. After remiaining
in jaili a day or two here, his family
came to his rescue and paying Reh-
Impf back the money. Menifee was re-
leased, and went on home. The grand
jury returned an indictment again.sf
hirer it is now dismissed.
Undo Murphy, who has the name
of being "King of Bootlegger", has
another distinction, that of being the
first person convicted during the
preseut criminal term' of circuit
court, which ernpaneled the grand
jury Monday and petit jury yesterday.
Murphy got one year for robbing S.
L. Dupre& ,
"Dupree is a farmer of Graves coun-
ty and claims he entered a saloon
on Sourh Third street near Broadway
some months ago and fell in with
Murphy, who took a number of
drinks with hint Dupree says he
did not drink enough to make him
drunk, therefore must have been
druggete as when he came around
he was shy just $36, which he
charged Murphy wirhi stealing and
who is now convicted of the theft.
For several months past Murphy
has been in the county jail at Benton
serving time for selling whisky with-
out a license at Gilbertsville, which is
in the same county as Benton,
Milarshall. Ecepigh nate; were ke-
posed on Mlurphy for bootlegging to
cause him to serve out two years
• in the Berrteni jail, but he was al-
lowed to 'come here yesterday to
stand trial of the robbery charge.
After he was convicted here he was
locked up in the local county jail to
be kept until court is over When lie
wilt be carried to the Eddyville peni-
tentiary. The Marshall, county au-
thonties state they are glad he was
imprisoned here and is to be ciirrled
awsy to the state peniterriary, as tiles%
are joyful at getting rid of him at
Benton. He will not be taken back
there to serve out the remainder of
his fines for bootlegging.
It was Murphy's shack that was
blown up with dynamite at Gilberts-
vine one night several months ago,
by some unknown people of that vi-
cinity, who did not want the !Ivan
around there bootlegging. The
three others arrested out there with
him sawed their way out of jail
several months ago at Benton and
have never been re-captured. Mur-
phy would not decamp when that op-
portune delivery was had, stating he
desired, to remain to stand trial for
the additional charges against him
there
The Evitts Case Up.
Yesterday morning the first jory
case taken tip was that charging
Sanetiel Evitte, who with his brother,
City Jailer Thoitias Evitts, stands in-
dicted for assaulting Policeman
Samuel Beadles last 9011111ICT at
Thirteenth and Clay streets. The
brothers; densanded a separate trial,
and the case against Samuel Evitts
was then taken up. After it was en-
tered into Circuit Clerk Wilson of
Mayfield, informed Judge Reed that
he was here as a Witlitie in the case
against Lindo Murphy, and that he,
.a Wilson, wanted to get back to May-
field tight away as his circuit court
was in session there and his presence
was absolutely necessary. In order to
accommodate Mr., , Wilson, Jadtge
Reed had the Evitts -case stepped,
and that against Mereity enfesed is-
to night away. Alter Mr .Wilson
gash his testierny %it the Murphy
charge, he was dismiseedi and went
back home. When the jure finished
with Murphy and gave trim one year,
they took up the Evitts charge again,
and it is now on trial.
The Evitts heothers were at a sa-
loon on Thirteenth and Clay streets
one fay, in company with several
women. Policeman Bea1es C -
p e I led the proprietor to rrrake the
females, leave the place, and claims
this angered the Evitts hrothers who
came out into the *feet and there
assaulted him, so the indictment
charges, the contention being that
Jailer Evitts knocked Beadles down
while Sam Evitte jerked the patrol-
man's club frons under ne-ate his
arm and delivered *event blows over
the head.
The Cases Tried.
There was dismished the malicious
cutting charge against Thomas
Bakst, colored, and the defendant
diecherged from custody. At the last
otertn of criminal court Faker and
Dago Johnson *ere tried jointly on
the charge of cutting Greathouse
Cheatham, also colored. The two ac-
ciwof oc* fore year each in the peni-
to e !Inn tele, liendrick.
the -,cts judsre trying the Proceed-
ing was convinced Baker was not
frailty, and set aside the leptence as
regard+ him Johnston was sent on
to tfie penitentiary, and now the
-charge against Balder is dlernissed ab-
solutely.
There was dismiesed the indictment
charging N. y. Wnifee with forgery.
He is the young man of well known
family of Misvisitippi. who had been
connected down *ere with a big con-
Indictment Filed Away.
There was filed away the indict-
ment charging Joe Woody with steal-
ing the stove of another party and
selling it to D. Ritoff for $r by
claiming the property was him own.
The court ordered the bond of $aoo
forfeited • against Lawyers. Dave Cross
and Peter Seay, who were sureties on
the bail executed by Harry Phillips,
charged with belying Aleck. Yeltima
rob sonic man named Johnson of a
watch and some money in a West
Court street resort. Yeltima is in
jail awaiting trial for the alleged
ofTense which was committed last
string. Phillips was locked up with
hints, but giving $2oo, bond with the
attorneys as sureties, was released.
He 'has never showed sup for trial and
the bail is now ordered paid into
court. Sihotly after Phillips was te-
leased there a telegram came from
Vevey, Ince, saying a man of that
name was wanted there for assaalting
a wornain about that time, and that
before comenissieth of the crime,
Phillips said he was from Paducah.
It is not known whether the two are
the same Phillips or not.
William Wells, white, was fined
Vote for shooting Henry Tomo col-
oreds, out on the Mayfiekl road where
they own adjoining farms, and got
in-10 a discuta4ion, Tunsar cktiming
Wills was wrongfullywkawing np the
others ground eitlfriut . authority.
Wells went to his house, got a gun
and shot Turner in the stomach, but
he got well.
There was dismissed the indictment
charging Albert Buck with robibing
T. E. Riley of a watch.
Koch, -VV. R. Holland, J. E. Morgan,
J. R. Beach, E. W. Ihockinon, J. K '
Bondurant, L. T. Gilbert, G. J.
Moore, Leonard Block, J. H. •Carthal,
Jr., Tobias Stegar, C. S. Langston,
C. L. Acre, S. W. Johnson, J. M.
Hall, T. T. Young, M. G. Sale and
G. Thornberry.
Case Set Down.
There was re-set for the seventh
day of this term, the indictment
charging James E. Englisb with con-
verting to his own use money belong-
ing to another. Mr. English was
agent here for a corranisIsion concern
of an outside city. For the outside
concern he sold a big bill of goods
to local merchants, and while the ar-
aklee were being shipped here, the
train wrecked arid de-stroyele the
stock. Mk. Eng4ieh settled with the
railroad for his cennpany, the road
laying over money account the loss
sustained by the wreck. This out-
side house now claims Mr. English
did not turn over to them all the
money he codected from the road,
while Mr. English has receipts 'haw-
ing a full settlement, so he claims.
There was continued the case
charging Jessie B. MViss with collect-
ing insurance on the life of Mrs.
Rind. Crockett" deceased husband,
and not turning it over to Mrs.
Crockett, who was his client, and got
him to inalsjh settlerneet with the in-
surance company after her husband's
death.
rUhere was continued the case
charging Dr. It T. Hiessig with rent-
ing a house for bawdy purposes.
After the continuance an attachment
was issued for Sue Eggleston, who
occupies the property.
For lack of proof there was dis-
missed the indictment charging Will
Fintrell alias "Smoky" with robbing
another.
There was dismissed the indict-
ments cerging Wilt C. Gray and W.
L. Levan with siring liquor to a
minor.
A dismissal resulted' also when
there was called the case charging
James Rickerian with keeping his
barroom open on Sunday, and the
case accusing Dr. H. T. Hessig with
renting another piece of property
for bine* purposes.
Mrs. A. Wyates c-ase was dis-
missed when beard. In a Magistrate's
court a retail house of the city got
out documents to compel the woman
to give up household goods she 'had
bought on the installment plan. The
documents were pat in the hands of
Constable Alex Patton, who went
after the stove that was in Mrs
Whnstt's house. When he got there
Mks. Wyatt is charged with raising
a racket, .and flourishing a pistol in
a dangerous manner, to prevent the
constable from taking the stove. He
did so anyhow, rid thee had Ml's.
VVIyatt arrested. She was fined $50 in
the coma of Justice Jesse Young for
nting the revolver at the eon-
stable, Mrs. Wyatt appealed the ac-
tion to the circuit court where is is
fi,t1 e hoer( yesterday
fined •1- u. so: steels irtir ire1,eing
on hand promptly in the circtslt court
to testify in the case.
Larry Rogers was fined $25 for
ganabling.
Jury Impaneled. ,
The petit. jury Which was em-
paneled yesterday morning, consists
of T. B. Fanntleroy, J. W. Houser,
Howard Warden, R IT. Jeffrey, G.
IN,. Walker, S. I,i. Ware, W. J. M.
Civil Proceedings.
The plaintiff asked, the court to
take for confessed the suit of Cov-
ington & Co., against Gus C.
Dunn, wherein plaintiff claims the de-
fendant owes them for groceries
furnished.
The defendent entered a demurrer
to plaintiff's petition in the suit for
damages of Carl Murohy against the
Illinois Central railroad. • Plaintiff
claims he was forced to jump. from
a trestle down on the Cairo division,
to prevent being run over by an on-
coming train. He was employed as
a section hand and in jumping
alighted in a tree and badly broke
his lower limb.
The plaitiff executed bond for
probable costs in the suit of G. II.
Wernekin against Green, the surety
for the bond 'being Miss Lillie C.
Wlright.
No Report Yet.
The grand jury has not yet made
any report of indictments, but it is
probable they will turn in a batch
today or tomorrow. It generally
takes them several days to get things
thorougihty sifted, on first being emi-
tpaneled.
The Situation in Turkey.
• (Nashville Banner.)
The sultan's show of spirit in re-
fusing compliance with the ultima-
tum of the allied powers conderning
Macedonia was backed by two rea-
sons, one political or stragetic, and
the other religious. It has long
been his custom to attain his ends
by -playing on the international , jeal-
ousies of the greater European pow-
ers, and he hoped for an opportun-
ity to escape the present pressure
in that way. The warships of Great
Britain, France and Austria are as-
sembled at Mytilene, and the ultima-






L HAVE TO DO
THIS.
Anticipates Court 'ZSgclering East Ten
nessee Telephone Company Be
Given Back Its Money. •
It may be that the city of Paducah
will have to return to the East Ten-
neseee Telephone company the $3,000
collected from that private concerti
by the municipality last winter when
negotiations were afoot looking to-
wards settling the long-drawn-out
controversy which has existed be-
tween the telephone people and the
city. Monday night at the council-
manic session the city solicitor ire
formed the public board that it may
he commanded by the courts to pay
this motley back. but that it was not
necessaro to do anything until the
court acts. In order to be prepared
in the matter the council referred the
euestion to the finance committee
froth its board.
This telephone question has been a
king and complicated one, covering a
period of years, during which they
have fought the city, the city fought
them, and the longer it goes on the
worse it seems to be. The company
started business here years ago, but
never got a franchise from the city
to conduct its business, Which neces-
sitated the use of public streets and
alleyways for its poles and overhead
wires. Any private institution using
the public highways has to Save a
public franchise to do so, but the
telephone people claimed all along
they had a grant from the common-
wealth of Kentucky. Finally the fight
narrowed down so thot that the tele-
phone company paid the city $3,000
or thereabouts, with the understand-
ing that this would rekase the mu-
nicipality's claims fgroany kind of a
franchise, pole or °titer tax against
the company, and also with the ad-
d.tional underatirdivig that the thy
was to put up aefranchrse and sare.ejointly by those powers. The hosul- lir bought in by the telephone people,tan (hoped that at the elev.
Germany would speak in
Germany is interested in the
mem of Asia Minor under the sul-
tan's favor, and that %noted to afford
promise of Germany's friendly of-
fice's. It was She Turkish habit for
many years to use British jealousy
of the southern egroachment of Rut
sia to prevent chastisement from the
other Christian powers, and Abdul
Hatnid hoped to see history repeat
itself in 'hie favor. This was the
stragetic reason for his seemingly
bold course. The religious reasoa
was that compliance with the ultih
matum would free the Christian pop
ulation of Macedonia, from. Moham-
guI especial benefit and limiting its ratetan could render no e the
median control, and to tlhat thie
t:trhof efees to thaitndependent corn-faithful except that it orced pany's charges This proe:„.tos wasby overpowering hdds. Hie cluld 'put in the measure becaue it wassatisfy them only after an tactual dem ;thought art injustice would be doneonstraticm of force to great for lam the Independent company to limit its
o
to resist had been made. irate by franc'hise, and not do this forIt is proposed by theipowers that i the East Tennessee. The latter con-.Turkey surrender to an inter-national cern refused to buy in the franchisecommission the control of Macedon- and now the city 'ha filed suit toian finances and also that the coin- ; force them out of business.
mission revise the government the eon- 
formed 
f hofthe I 'Monday ncioguhoet tilierscaittymsoterli eytorGienn-prattle, so as to 
inv 





n eti by he Tutig sh
ted the solicitor to. prosecute the
who would thereafter pay all kindsfarc'h _sr• of taxes imposed, just like any other
private corporation or individual.
This settlement was made through a
cite committee, Lawyer Campbell
Flournoy agreeing to get a settle-
ment for fifty per cent. For this
work he got the enormous fee of $to
25o. Afterwards the council broughtin a franchise which said the East
Tennessee company should not
charge higher for its phones than the
Independent company was getting.
The Independent concerts charges the
limit allowed under the franchise, butas the East Tennemes was, getting
much more for its service, it refueedto buy the franchise put up for its
troops and native Christian populs- ousting action against the East Ten
tion of the province, caused mostly neiehe in the name of the common -by religious diffierences. Hence the wealth, and that it was to be presereluctance of the sultan to yield to .ctited to 2 bitter end. However,
the demands. The yielding would be said the solicitor, he believed the
a victual triumph of the Christians. 1 court would make the city pay back
The sultan must of necessity corn- to 'the telephone company the $3,000
ploywierf tint I yinwtithhe th
end
e .dientaGerttidnsaaoyf wtheill , choell:vcarnetaedfrer: ciotuninci
letttotietZpntar'e 
and
of her Christian so many .







neighbors, and the sultan hae no oth- to pay back this money it will haveer recourse. There is talk that war- , tc compel Lawyer Flournoy to either
return his fee or let the city be out
ships could not pass the forts of the
Dardanelles to attack Cderetantinice . juts that muls
ofpie, which may be true, but that al-1 Some the council took issue
ternative is nor necessary. The seiz_ with the solicitor, taking the position 11:that the money would not have to be 
t sore of the revenues a Mytilene
returned, as the committee d'd not ,
would result in too severe a ktes for
the Porte to ?Sand, and then the bind itself to let the telephone corn-. 'Pliny dharge whatever rate they wart .whole comet of Asia Minor is open
to attack Austria. could, if she ed, and if it bad the committee can-
chose, march an army into Turkey, ! not bind the entire council board
and there would be marry ways of i
:enforcing the demand withenit a TURKS HAVE YEILDEDdi-
rect attack on the. capital.
It
L B. 0611VIU & CO.
Ready-to-Wear Things.
YOU WILL WANT TO LOO K YOUR BEST CHRISTMAS,
BUT, OF COURSE, YOU DO NO T FEEL LIKE SPENDING A LOT
OF MONEY FOR CLOTHES JUST NOW. IT IS NOT NECESSARY‘
EITHER. NOT IF YOU MAKE CAREFUL AND JUDICIOUS SE
LECTIONS FROM THE LIST BELOW.
Ladies' Tailored Suits se reduced prices
Ladies' Empire Cloaks, good length and well tailored, $to oo.
Choice line of Fur neck pieces at In oo to *25 00.
Ladies' Silk Waists, white and black, at !ono.
Ladies' Dress Skirts, splendid values, at $5 oo.
Ladies' Black Satine Petticoats at oo
Ladies' Black Silk Petticoats at $5 oo
Handsome Haliday Hankerchiefs.
Prettily Embroidered or Lace Handkerchiefs, Handkerchiefs in fancy
boxes and just plain squares, all good values. If better values were'
ever shown in Paducah we have never heard of it
Lathes' White Hemstitched and Embroidered Handkerchiefs at s.
Ladies' White Sheer Linen, Hemstitched Handkedchiefs at roc.
Ladies White Linen Hemstitched and Embroidered Handkerchiefs at Ise.
Ladies' White Linen Embroidered Handkerchiefs, 6 in a box, for $1.43.
Gents' all Linen Hemstitched Handkerchiefs at roc.
Gents' all Linen Initial Handkerchiefs at as.
Doll Land.
If you ever felt cross and want to be cured just pay a visit to Doll-Land
at L. B Ogilvie & Co.'s. You cannot resist being good natured
when you see the rows upon rows of bright, pretty dolls.
$5 oo for extra large and extra fine jointed Dolls
tia co for jointed Dolls, large mete, special value.
$1.00 for large Kid body Dolls, sleeping eyes
50c for jointed Dolls, beautiful hair and sleeping eyes
5c for Cloth body Dolls, to inches long
There are several ways of saving money; one miglity good and sureway is to spend what you have to spend where it will buy the most ofreally worthy merchandise. We try to meet your need in that regardevery business day of the year.
B. Ogilvie Co.
Agents for Butterick Patterns.
1111111111mhew- snitimmemm. 
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118. Fraternity Bldg.
Chi: Buffet
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, proprietor.
 -alma
- FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. Afine noonday lunch for as cent..
IMPORTANT CHANGES
IN U S. LAND LAWS
Washington, Dec. 5.—At least two
bills providing for important changes
in land laws will be introduced at
the present session of congress.
One will provide for the repeal of the
timber and stone act and the other
Will make it possible for purely ag-
ricultural land in forest reserves to
be acqtfrred by eettlers under the
homestead law. Representative Lacey
chairmen of the house committee on
public lands, will introduce both of
these measures.
GEN. LUKE WRIGHT
re AT q A VT hfr Tneirs I-'.
San Franci-Co, nec 5.o-Thr Pacific'
Mail Liner Monschorie arrived at art
early hour this morning from the
Orient. Among the passengers are
many welt known people, inicholing
Lloyd C. Griscorre United States
ininieter to Japan, and Luke E.
Wright, governor-general of the Phil
iPPinee.
AT LAST, IT SEEMS
e%.13..r'4he far '1"IT12.1 frItOYSTRR condition. Lose, $r,soo.
But Sultan Has Not Yet Signed an
Irade Approving Minister's Act
--
Constantinople, via Sofia, Dec. 5.—
The counsel of ministers has agreedto yield to the demands of the pow-ers in principle, lint the sultan has
not issued the irade approving of this
'action. It seems that the war minis-, ter refuted to rip' the ministerial
note on the subject, which is couch-
cc in conciliatory terms and pro-
nounces in favor of the acceptanee in
principle of the requirements of the
European concert.
i The sultan said he was waiting
lunammity on the part of the minis-
ters before sanction:no tl 1 artion,
toot - CtIfF.
Pane, Ky., Dec. 5 --A tenement
house 0 lower is • srreet
yesterday, and the many occupants
had narrow escapes. Mamie Ander-
son, aged VS, colored, an invalid, was
found after the fire sitting in a. chair,
• with her 'head almost burned from
her body. By heroic efforts Fireman
Ed Hite rescued Lou Anderson,
mother of the ehild, in a prostrated
ida1111011111111111111M1011111111.111111111111•110111
ITS HIGH TIME"
For you to begin laying up something for
I rainy days and thi :nfirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits in this bank where
*
your money will be at work,for you at compound in-







































































































































'The Council Decided to Let thecAld-
ermen Handle the Question
First This Time.
V At Monday night's meeting of the-councilm•en there was again brought
alp the ordinance preventing lewe
owienen or 'prostitutes from entering
.or Aanding around saloons or places
-itviore liquor is sold or given away.
Mins important measure was before
the municipal legislative boards
erime months since, but died until
now, when it is revived'.
The bill provides that any woman
entering a saloon or room wilco:
liquor is sold or given away, or who
is found hanging around within fifty
• feet of these places and having no
/awful business there, shall be fined
;to to $a5, and be imprisoned in jail
from to to ao days, or have both the
fine and sentence passed on them,
'whichever in the discretion of the
court. The bill further provides that
the proprietor of the saloon, or any
attache, *hall be punished by the
same fines and penalty, if they sell
Liquor to a lewd W010111, or let her
hang around his place of business, or
in any 000111.6 attached.
This orcina.itce now differs as coin-
'pared to the ,one of six months ago,
as it does not provide the saloon-
beepers license shall be revoked for
violation of the measure, while the
old ordinance had, this stipulation in
same, that the license be taken away
whenever a proprietor was convicted
for the secood time.
%%then the measure wasbrought op
Monday night Councilman McBrootn
opposed this board taking any action
in the premises He sail the alder-
men several times had dawned the
ordinance after the council had pissed
Saint, and now that in order they
toad get the views of the upper
board before doing anything in the
lower board, that the council hand
gee bill via to the aldermen to see
what they wanted doge with same,
and then when they get through re-
vising and changing the draft, that
it be brought bock before the coun-
cil.
A measure of this kind has been
vigorously advocated for many
months by Chief James Collins of
tr the police forte, who says the hard-
est work his department has is re-
garding lewd women and prostitutes
visiting coffee houses and winerooens
and getting drunk. He wants the
bill abopted so the force have some




COMMITTEE OF LADIES SE-
LECTED YESTERDAY
AFTERNOON
They and Dr. Murrell's Cortunittee









9 TO 12 O'CLOCK
WE WANT YOU TO DO Your. SHOPPING IN THE MORNING
TO AVOID THE AFTERNOON RUSH. WE PLACE ON SALE
FROM 9 TILL ma O'CLOCK:
too REMNANTS OF SLIKS, IN LENGTHS FROM i YARD TO 4
YARDS, WORTH FROM asc TO Et 5o A YARD, AT 50cPER YARD
28 PIECES DOUBLE-FACED FLANNELETTES, GOOD 7 1-2cDESIGNS AND WEIGHT, PER YARD 
as DOZEN EXTRA SIZE HEMMED TOWELS, sow, 
.$1.50PER DOZEN 
 35cIC PIECES 36-INCH ALL WOOL VENETIANS, ALLcoLovs, A soc VALUE FOR 
5o DOZEN MEN'S EXTRA HEAVY FLEECED SHIRTS AND
DRAWERS, ALL SIZES, FOR 6oc A SUIT OR PER 30cGARMENT 







• Another active step has been tak-
en towards giving the series of enter•
tainmenta and other Airs for the
benefit tof the, fund titling raised to
construct a 'handsome monument on
the lawn fronting Carnegie librery,
at Ninth and Broadway, in memory
of Southern women and soldier's.
This latest move was the selection
3resterday by the. Daughters of the
Confederacy of a committee to act
in conjunctioa "with theNteterarts in
preparing for an entertainment. The
ideosiamessaittee vela named at the session
held yesterday by the ladies at the
residence of Miss Ethel Brooks, of
Seventh and Madison streets, and the
personnel of the body consists of
t Melt. Louisa Maxwell, Mrs. Luke Rus
sell, Mrs. Roy W. McKinney and
Mimes Coleman and Brooks.
They are to act In company with
I r. G Murrell, who is chairman
of the committee from James T.
Walbert camp of Confederate veto
oerans, that has iu charge the question
of raising money for the monument.
Within the next few days this joint
committee of !Mies and gentlemen
will hold a. meeting, at which time
they will decide on the date for the
affair whiph will be given at The Ken
tucky. Prof. Harry Gilbert's orches-
tra will furnish the muck, while the
hest of singers and mumicians of the
city will participate in making the
musicale the most socces•ito eve;
given here.
FIFTEEN MEN BADLY BURNED
By Explosion in the International
Harvester Company's Plant.
Chicago, Dec. 5.—Fifteen men were
burned Past nigtht by an explesion in
the International .Itarveitter com-
pany's plant at One Hundred, and
Eighth street and Meekeran avenue,
three of whom probably will die.
The explotion was caused by a
workman thrusting a cold bar of steel
into a fm-nace of molten metal. in
the immediate vicinity of the furnace
at the time sixty men were working.




"The play is the thing" and no
other play, however strong as it may
have been, has that irresistible fasci-
nation which is attendant upon)
"Hans an' Nix" produced this season
unde the personal management of
Walters aØ 141thews at The Ken-
tucky on Thursday night, and a most I
complete and elaborate fun show will
be given. A most capable company
of artists, headed by the funny boys
Dixon and Fields will be employed
in the intrepretation of the various
roles.
Messrs. Walters and Mathews are
presenting their "Hans an' Nix"
company with the choiceet galaxy of
actors and actresites that has ever
been gathered together for a perform
ance of this kind. Cheapnese is not
the watchword of this aggressive
managerial team. "The best so be
obtained" is motto, and that they are
living close to that motto will be
slam fully realised When the state-
ment is made that one of the acquis-
itions of their acting force is Mr.
Harry W. Fickle, who played a prom
inent role in the New York Casino
production of the "Rounders" in
wh'ch Thomas Seabrooke, the elong-
ated.aionsedian was the star. Mr.
Fields has unlimited versatility. A
'Militia of a majority of the so-called
comediane of the dan, is that they
are automatons. Their every move
and every utterance is autorriatic,
they speak their lines only, they fail
to grasp the possibilities of manifold
aituatioos, consequently they fail to
accomplish anything definite. Mt.
Fields is directly opposite. He has
a well-developed faculty of adapting
himself to circumstance,. He has
originality, hie and a well developed
vein of natural humor, the c'hiefest
requisites of the true comedian. He
is not a slap stick comedian, one who,
e•cures laughs and plaudits by out-
landish grotesqueness. His spontane-
ous humor wins for him, and during
the season his friend's prophesy that
past •successes will fade into dim
darknese of oblivion in comparison
with those he is destined to score
this year.
•
The Play of "Paul Jones."
Nis.; Rose Cecilia Shay, who comes
here Friday night as "Paul Jones" in
the revival of the great Comic opera
sucess of that frame, is undoubtedly
one of the greatest singers America
has ever produced. Her success in
grand opera at the. head of 'her own
company is well known. Few singers
who have been before the public for
years have ever won as much praise
and distinction as has this young
American girl in but a few seasons.
More has been said and written in
praice of her than falls to the ma-
jority of profetkionale during 'their
entire stage career. It is a well
known fact That from a box office
standpoint comic opera is a more de-
sirable vehicle than grand, Howener.
it Issok rio email amount of pereua•
dem to induce Mini Shay to leave
EDGAR V. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY'
PADUCAH REAL !STA-lb. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM& EAS'IP
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR /T.
11-.1a4.6 Q ra.d.a.A.h. • .
fields of grand opera and take
op the work of a comic opera prima
donna. As "Paul Jones" she has
scored an immense success, as great,
possibly greater than she did in
grand opera. She entered the new
field with the same conscientious de-
sire to give the public the best pos. pages of our great dailies, but of allsible for their money, which was a these none have come forward withgreet characteristich*!--en she was at so strong a hold on universal favorthe head of her own organization pre as "Buster Brown," which will beeenting grand opera. (seen at The Kentucky on Monday,Matt Gran. under whose direction , Ir. in,vhe  in matinee and night per-Miss Shay appears this season, has
surrounded her with the highest class
of talent obtainable in New York.
The company was selected with more
care and cohaideration than is gener-
ally the case, and it has secured the
reputation as the best singing organ-
ization on the road today.
The scenic effects and ceetumes
were secured, at an immense expense
from the best producers of this coon
try and the amount invested ia those
two items is a sum which wild
make the average man feel more
than comfortably situated financially.
No expense was spared in making
this in every respect a comic opera
without an equal on tour. The com-
pany should crowd The Kentucky.
The Kentucky Saturday matinee and
night
*My Friend From Arkansas."
No drama 'toe a firmer hold on the
public approval than "MS. Friend
from A rka nele Riobert Sherman's
well written and Well constructed
Southern. play, It has the power of
holding the attention of the audience comedy_ Only 'second in importance
from beginning to the end and does to Buster is the thought of those
it without the aid of any tricks or out who have come to know 'him so well
aide effects. The power of the natur- is Tige, hie dog. He 'has not been
ally told story is sufficient to attract forgotten.
the listener at the begitnving and
keep him on edge of keenest interest
all through the drama. This is the
Muff that good plays are made of and
the kind of amusement the public
wants. This quaint Arkansas story
is; so full of humeri that not ite most
serious moment, are fret from the
-real towel of trite Arkansas charac-
ter. Tlle above play will be seen at
"Buster Brown."
The stage has of late years given
successful realization, of many char-




A s:is What She Said:
'While strolling down the street one day,
I passed a group that seemed quite gay.
Of merry, laughing girls;
And one girl cried: "Come help me choose
A pair of patent leather shoes—
Let's all go down to Rock's!
"I want my feet to be admired;
I want them never to be tired.
And there they fit me, girls.
It's DOROTHIES they sell, you know,
And that is why they please me so.—
Let's all go down to ROCK'S."
We have the swellest linetofUshoes
ever brou—ihTICT-Pi-i-aie—ome
take a look and satisfy yourself.
6[0.11OCK MOHO.




THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVRR BEEN OFFERED TO THE rUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A R0011, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO /LATCH
FOR•THE rALL SI.74 OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARZ SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY zYse PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, too r5c, 20C
AND UP TO E3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFECT, NGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVII.ABLee COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH, ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. ...:ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCE/3 THAT-WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
formance, direct from a highly sue-
cesshd sensational season of one
'hundred nights at the Majestic thea-
tre in New York and 200 nights in
Chicago.
There are many reason's why "Bus-
ter" should be taken to the general
heart, but two arc most potent;
these are his absolute and convincing
reality and his youth. The child ap-
peals to all; children sympathize
with him and their elders love him.
That clever and enterprising, mana
ger, Melville B. Raymond, was quick
to see Buster's dramatic possibilities,
and secured from hie oteator the sole
rights of representation. Then he
built a story on Buster's pranks and
put this in a handsome setting, il-
lustrated with a chories of exquisite-
ly beautiful girls, gowned in the lat-
est and most suiriptous styles. Mtni-
cal features were supplied and large
sums, of cold cash was invested in
what has since been acknowledged,
to be Ole world's greatest cartoon
BOSTON TRUE TO THE BEAN.
Boston, Dee. 5.—Bostonians are
still true to the baked bean. Last
year they spent on their favorite diet
more than the cost of two battleship;
oi $6,eoit,27 2. According to whole-
sale dealers, 68,732 bards were con
sinned in that period, and the de-
mand is inereasing.
C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers; -
3o SOUTH THIRD ST PADUCAH, 10,
MAIM, [MLR & CO.
USE KEVIL'S
aristocrat flour
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ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
• Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year $5.003
Six Months  2.50
l'hree Months  1.25
One a • • .r* • • 40._
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regulraly should report the matter ea
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Wednesday Morning, Dec. 6, igo5.
The president's message, which was
read to the newt congress yesterday,
too bong for the columns of The
Register, but in our news columns
today is given a pretty clear insight
into the contents of the document,
which epitionrry will doubtless satisfy
the general reader as to the matters
treated and the character of the
paper. The president makes the rail-
road rate que-stion the paramount one
of his message and he clearly gives
his views thereon, declaring in favor
of the interestate omatnerce , corn-
ritissiou being given power to name
a reasonable maximum, limitation sint
railroad rates. He also lays great
stress upon the pressing necessity for
restraint of corporations and says
-that contribution by corporations
for political purposes should be for-
bidden by law. The Panama canal
question is anotheer one of import-
ance which he mentions 'and he de-
clares that the basin will be com-
pleted within reasonable time and at
a reasonable cost. Along with other
matters, many of them state and
routine, the president devotes some
words to race suicide, %lath he con-
demns in words plain and pointed.
The message is worthy of the times
of any man for its perusal and as
a state paper will hold its own with
its predecessors.
There is a clamor throughout
Tennessee for a revision of the elec-
tion laws of the state because of
some clauses which permit of too
struch handling if not manipulation
of the ballot boxes and votes. In
outny respects the election laws of
Tennessee are much bettrr and fairer,
of course, than the laws of . This
state, especially from the fact that a
contestant for any office can get a
recount and examination of the bal-
lots of any election should he de-
mand them and comply with very
just provisions of the lame. It makes
one acquainted with the laws d..of
'his state and aware of the rascality
committee) under them, as charged
from one end of the state to the
other, after reading many of the
provisions of the Tennessee laws
wonder What can be the ohjectton to
such lire, but while they are so mach
better than the socalled election
laws of this state they lack a great
deal of being as fair aa they should
be. It is to be hoped that our sister
state wia get the honest election laws
the people are demanding, but it will
be a matter of regret and envy if Vie
—bears. KenttiCky—in het: ifrort-Tri- -ffie
same direction.
The New York insurance investigat
lag committee continues to uncover
many short comings of the managers
of the big life companies. A late sen
, sational development was the fact
that the Mutual Reserve had paid
Sis,eino once to keea, a policyholder
from bringing suit- to oust the peva-
- - dentof the company, an investigation
in court of the management of the
company beam feared. The com-
mittee expects to conclude its wo-k
with this month, but should it not do
so it will hold meetings until stop-
ped by the New York general as-
sembly, which convenes in January.
Indianapolis has a sensation which,
If the facts are half as bad as the
evidence taken, is a disgrace which
should be 4tickly wiped out Irreg-
ularities tiring ekvicatt 'against the
veuman's prison, an investigation has
developed the most horrible cases of
the mistreatment of the women with-
too. The stories. of cruelty told by
in the prison and by other women IScHooL TRusTEEs
some of the inmates would be al-
most beyond credulence if not jab-
stantiated bi -facts which cannot be
denied!. The management of the
prison have all merited and should' re-
ceive terms in the state .prisons for.,
not only et-neat:es but other crimes
just as grevious which they com-
mitted.
England is to have a new cabinet.
The Balfour crowd-resigned Mbnday
night and the king has asked Sir
Henry Carnpbell to choose his suc-
cessors. The bone of contention
',which drove the retiring cabinet from.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
MEETING OF THE BOARD OF Thor
EDUCATION HELD LAST
NIGHT.
Matter of Claiming Balance Due
From City Left For New
Board to Consider.
Members Vs'Illiainteon, Pitcher,
Petter, Sutherland, aforrison, Gall-
man, Walston and Davis were the
trustees present' last evening at the
meeting of the school board in the
Washington building con West Broad-
-was 'Lana:and s great tnorn,4 way. The first thing,do ,was to
the question of home role for J. swear Trustee-elect rtit
land. • bach in, and he toolcatii
part in the session, /1Clavin
Parties. lected at the last general election to
fib' out the un-expired portion of the
(Cairo Evening Citizen.) • term of Lyeurgits Rice, who did not
Democratic papers continue boast- :take hie seat the first of this year
Mg and "boosong"' their pa,rty over and whos !ace has been filled until
results . the November elections, the electicaPt by Dr. J. D. BacAn
while, on the ouiter -hand, many repub ; Chairman Sutherland, of the finance
bean paper& are discouraged and puz committee, reported *he board ov.edzied how to account for it tind bow .$27699 in miscellaneous bills, and the
to regain lost vantage ground. Each ' accounts were all allowed, as was
the Nitobvembinger$4729a7111 for the teach-
The mistake each mak-es is in rnisin. •
terpretiug significance of results. In Seeretary Pitcher was instructed to
no sense can it be taken as a political 
pay off the note of 86,03o the Ameri-
revo'ution in those states. Men and 
,caan.,n-inGerman national bank) has
local causes, not a change of political In'oneys4 
the 'board for borrowed
views, is a correct solution of the 'II
matter. Ohio is just as solidly re- .Superintendent Fred Hoyer of
needed when the treasury ran
publican today as when she
Roosevelt something like half a mia- showing
geve bonding's filed ;his nerstithly statement
what repairs 'he had made tolion votes. Pennsylvania must not be ' tne. different buildings.' during No-discounted in her usual republican • v'entaer.majority, vAUle the New York De-
mocracy, in a state- or natiowat elec-
tion, would poll its normal majority.
It, the November efactiots in these
states conditions were abnormal. The
sovereign people had been brought
ta realize the great danger •to their
parties from she "machine," political
corruption, graft and the party whip
in the hands- of unscruplous leaders.
Party lines for the time, were oblit-
erated—partisaniship was swallowed
up -in patriotism.
Men of character, whose sterling
honesty add integrity of purpose—
men who stood for 'and represented
something more than sordid partisanl
ship—owho had the courage to battle'.
for reform in municipal and state pol
atics, appealed to the independent I
voter for 'his suffrage in the cause of •
good government. The teque4 demon-
strates that honest voters in either
psrty.may. tie depended upon to right
political wrongs and eupport moral
rearirmis when public interests demand
it. Ti, verifies the epigram of the
illustrious Lincoln that "lent can't
-tbot all the pecaile all the time."
The people have become weary, and!
angusted with dirty politic, and tbe
seavanger bosses who handle the
vehip. They are shuffling the cards
for a new and 'square deal," in which
t'be joker of the pack will be left out.
Pothousr poltiticiana will realize this
in time.
Those servile, "yellow dote pour-
nals of either party. which have not
the courage to express an indepena-
ern opinion, will find in these results
Status of laolitical
an object lesson that may ae studied
with profit. tt is the handwriting on
the wall warning them to forsake
"paths that are crooked and ways
that are dark" and declare themselves
for purity in politics and good govern
merit. The people are demanding a t
potietl'houtiecleanieg. It must be f
tanarough and Otru:ne---ruit a sham,
or mere pretense, as a blind. They
will have none of it. Party machines
must be stored in the garret, the par-
ty boss and his whip put down in the
cellar under lock and key. Then. i
stithi scrub-brnsh. the concentrated
ITE polideat reform and a disin-
fectant to kill all the rotten germs,
corruption. The political edifice
most be made fit for respectable. hon-
set and upright voters, to occupy.
This is the mandats of the people.
MURDERERS OF MISSIONARIES
Three Chinamen Condemned ,o Die
for the Outrage.
Honk Kong. Dec. 5 Ameri-
whey have been in-
quiring into the murder of the mis-
sionaries at Lienchow 'have conclud-
ed the taking of evidence, but their
departure has hgen delved- Consul
Hay insisted on witnessing the exe-
cution of the culprits before leaving.
Washington and Pekin were in
communication on the subject at the
consure ,request, and Monday the
consul obtained his desire, as three
of the murderers were condemned to
die December 8 It is probable that
the commission will, remain in Lien-
show until after the execution.
There has been a vigorous renewal
of the American boycott in the south
ern provinces. Sunday tbousands of
Chinese met and urged that greater
energy be displayed in conducting it.
The reply of the Canton rnerahants
to the Americans who have been in
confereeo.e with them is unpromis-
ing.
The annual report of Commissioser
jaehn Yerkes, of the Internal Rev-
enue Bureau treasury &pertinent,
shows the receipts of the bureau for
the fiscal year ended June 3o, mos, to
be 234,17/4,976, an increase of $t,2114.-
195 over last year. In payment of
internatiofit revenue taxes Kentucky
I stands fourth among all the states.
Want Their Dues.
/There was brought no and dis-
cussed at .great length the matter of
the school board trying to gat the
city government to pay the trustees
the portion the hatter claim due firms
back taxes and police court fines and
for feitures. The board had Former
City Clerk W. H. Patterson some
;weeks ago to go over the city books
and ascertain bow much back taxes
and fines has 'been taken in by the
municipal govertuent for five years
past. His report shows about $7,000
back taxes and about the same
amount of fines and forfeitures. The
trustees discussed the report at
length, taking the ground that the
schools should gat of the back taxes
the elameportion they get of -the reg-
ular taxes. 'Finally after talking the
matter over at great length alae
trustees filect the former clerk's re-
port away, with the understanding
that after the new tru,tees came in
the first af next year they would
present the bill to the city, and qien
deci8e whether to sue for coVection
of the money, if payment of the ac-
count is not made.
'Secretary Pitcher read a letter from
Health Officer W. T. Graves, of the
city board, suggesting that every
ifehbol building be connected with the
city'. sanitary sewerage systetr.,
wherrever the schools are inside the
sewerage district. Mr. Graves in-
formed the trustees that this sugges-
tion emenated from the official sec-
tion of the board of health which ad-
vocated the connection in order to
put the city's sanitary condition in
a.s good shape ae possible from this
standpoint, and also help the health-
nese of the children attending the
buildings. The consmmication from
he health officer was filed away for
uture reference
Regarded As Spite▪ Work,
Truttee Morrison laid before the
xsard a complaint of a nc-gro named
Tanner, who was formerly a teacher
n- the schools, and who stated that
Prof. E. WI 'Benton the present
teacher for the colored department,
had alineated the affections of Mrs.
Tanner and the Tanner child from
their husband and father. Tanner
stated he could prove this by wit-
nesses, and wanted the board to in-
vestigate the matter, but the trustees
decided not to have anything to do
with. the complaint, believing that
Tanner's accusation was spite work
aione. -A motion to have the griev-
ance committee look into the chaage
was voted down, only Morrison, Pet-
ter and Davis balloting in favor of the
motion.
There was brought up the question
of school children playing what is
known as "sling-shot" and also play-
ing football. Some of the trustees
denouncer) each sport as dangerous
and wasted it stopped, but finally,
after a pretty warm debate, it as
decided not to do"- anything, except let
the principals do what they thought
best if the occasion arose and any-
one was threatened with injury in the
sport.
'President 'Williamson was empow-
ered to sell for $.4 some fencing
standing around the (bock of amend
the board bought for the new build-
ing next year in Faxon's addition, on
North Thirteenth street.
The board then adjourned, to meet
again the evening of Thursday, De-
Cern 1>er 2T St, for purpose of allow-
ing salaries to the teachers so they
could have money for the Christmas
holidays.
An official memorandum issued by
the ,British Admiralty states 'that as
the result of,recent reforms the next
estimates for the navy will show a
reduction of $7,500,00o beyond thelf-
duction of $17,500,000 made Milt
spring.
ARE CLOSING THEM OUT AT FIGURES STATED BELOW:
LADIES' COTTON UNION SUITS THAT SOLD FOR 98c, AT'
75c AS LONG AS THEY LAST—SIZES 3 AND 4
LADIES' 75c PART WOVE VEST AND PANTS AT 543c EACH
EXTRA SIZE—IN REGULAR SIZES HAVE THE PANTS ONLY,
4, 5 AND 6
LADIES' 25c• VESTS AND PANTS AT teic —EACH SMALL
SIZES ONLY
LADIES' 5oc VESTS AND PANTS IN SMALL SIZES AT 25c
EACH
LADIES' PANTS WORTH soc, AT 25c, SIZES 3 AND 4
MISSES' gsc WOOL UNION SUITS AT 69c EACH, SIZES 4, 5.
AND 6





WE ARE OFFERING SOME EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD IN-
DUCEMENTS IN MEN'S HEAVY UNDERWEAR—THERE IS A
LOT OF ODD SIZES IN THE LOT AND IF YOU SHOULD GET A
FIT YOU CAN CONSIDER YOURSELF LUCKY—IT ISN'T OFTEN
YOU BUY SUCH DESIRABLE UNDERWEAR AT THESE PRICES.
A FEW SIZES IN MEN'S EXTRA HEAVY UNDERSHIRTS
WORTH soc, AT 25c EACH.
WE HAVE MOST ALL SIZES IN A BLUE, BROWN AND
BLACK UNDERSHIRT—A soc VALUE AT 35c EACH. THERE
ARE A FEW SIZES OF RED FLANNEL IN THE LOT
LOOK AT OUR REGULAR STOCK—Ali EXTRA HEAVY
FLEECED UNDERWEAR AT 75c A SUIT
THE BEST ONE WE HAVE EVER OFFERED AT Si oo SUIT.
COMES IN BLUE. TAN AND CREAM
MEN'S SWITZ CONDE AND GLASTONBURY HEALTH WOOL
UNDERWEAR AT $4 oo SUIT.
MEN'S RED FLANNEL UNDERWEAR AT 5300 SUIT
COOPER'S SPRING NEEDLE RIBBED UNDERWEAR AT $2.00
SUIT
NEw51.104
ifriand 1511literleVatMlsa r & BE
FURCHMHOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY.
FOR YOUR BENEFIT
We tell you about
Our Doll Sale Dec. 7th 8th and 9th
Next Thursday, Friday and Saturday
i4-inch jointed French Bisque Doll, sleeper, 3 days only, at 25c. worth 50c.
14-inch Kid Body Bisque Doll, 3 days only, at 20C, well worth 33C.
We have dais oi all birds, Bisque Dolls, Kid Dolls, DrFssed Dolls,
China Dolls, eac.
Don't forget our C11:7.- -.7-re sale continues until December 9th.
Darbour's 13colt Department
SEE THE BIG FRENCH JOINTED BISQUE DOLL TO BE GIV-



















































































A Magnificent, Merry, Melodious
. Masterpiece.
Book by Kerker Morton.
Music by Ifov.tarl Webster.
A comedy different from all others
Compares favorably with the best.
Prices: 25, 35, so and 75c.
Seats on sale Wednesday at g a. rn.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
RACKET H ESTORE 
Some cut prices on
Ladies' and Children's
knit Underwear.
WE HAVE THROWN OUT ON OUR COUNTER FOR INSPEC-
j TION A FEW ODDS AND ENDS OF LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S
Frio 
NIGHT KNIT UNDERWEAR AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. WE
HAVE JUST A FEW SIZES IN THE LOT AND DO NOT WISH





In the Comic Opera Success
PAUL JONES
Beautiful Chorus—Catchy Music.
Prices: 25, 35, 50, 75, Ix. and 111.90











An Interesting Story of Human
Nature
Introducing good up-to-date Spec-
ialties.
See the Great Mob Scene.
I See the Funny Country Boy.
See the Arkansaw Farmer,
Fun From Ilogintong to End—Don't
Fail to See It. \J
Prices: Matinee, children roc,
adults 25C. Night: 25, 35, 50 and
75 cents.





Injunction Suit Filed in the Federal
Court Yesterday Against L. E.
Stevenson, Administrator.
Yesterday in the t'Hica Sta.,
court here there was l'iLd an injunc-
tion suit by the Illinois Central rail-
road, against L. E. Stevenson, ad-
ministrator of the estate of the lat-
ter's wife, in which suit the railroad
seeks to prevent the defendlent from
collecting $10,000 damages awarded
in the state court for death of Mrs.
Stevenson who was killed at Dawson
three years ago by a train catching
her on the trestle.
Mrs. Stevenson was one of the
party of picklnickers attending the I.
C. railroad. employee outing at Daw-
eon three year! ago. She and a crgwd
of friends walked out onto the trestle
near the picnic grounds, and were
caught by a freight train that killed
Mks. Stevenson and several others,
and injured the balance. The hus-
band through Lawyer L. K.-Taylor,
filed suit in the state court for $25,000
damages account the wife's death.
The railroad had the)action trans-
ferred to the federal cotrrt, where it
was dismieeeel, ;but Lawyer Taylor
onet!nued peosecite i that one in the
state mutt for the husband, and got
$1o,000 damages.
Now in the federal court the rail-
roaet gets out an injanction suit to
prevent the husband from collecting
the damages awarded in the state
trlbtmal. A temporary restraining
i
order le isstted now, 'but lodge Wafter
Evans will take the matter up and
hear same On fi' date vet to tic set,
and &title silhethet a perthatient in












































Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
Paducal's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 4 6 207 1 3 SOUTH THIRD STREET
CHARTER CHANCES




One Favored Which Will Raise Sa-
loon License to $1.500 Prom
Present Insignificant Sum.
veasor must assess for city tax pur-
1 pests all property, according to "the
as Sef41111 ent ordinance adopted." The
change desired „here is that the asset-
-or go ahead without adoption of tatty
Another change wanted is to let
the general council name the city so-
heitor like yohen in the third class.
The solicitor- is now elected by the
people at large at elections.
Anothe rchange is one /shot will
let the school boarde ask for so cents
on each $loo worth of taxableeprop-
erty, as the educational depertment's
sari of the city revenue. At present
the schools get only 35' cents on the
$too, that bung tbeir present maxi-
mum.
The change to let the city clerk be
COMMITTEE NAMED TO Idb0cted by the council instead of the
people IN a S killed.ADVOCATE SUGGESTIONS.
Thoboard voted against the license
tax as adopte4 in Louisville, where
it WO eubatituted for the ad valorem
tax on 'stocks of goods. The Padu-
cahans want to continue the present
ad valorem system.
Another change is one that will
tnent .of propeety for city purposes.
The charter now says that the board
of supervisors shall fix valuations
on municipal property for tax pur-
poses and then these valuatiosis re-
main unchanged for four years unless
improvements are made to the realty.
It is desired to change this provisiop
f 0 assessments can be made yeaily
as under the third class charter.
Aorithei change de,ired is that to
raja. to $1,500 per year the license
of saloonkeepers. The license now
is $159.
At present the majority of the
property owners along the street
have to petition the public 'boards,
asking for sidewalks or street im-
provements before said improvement
can be made. The change desired in
this connection is that which will let
the city boards go ahead and -make
any character of public street im-
provements without petitions from
the abutting property owners.
At present the city treasurer names
%hat bank s'hall be the city depos-
itory, where is kept all public funds.
The boated want. this changed en the
general council can nano: the depeis-
itstry. •
The charter now says the city jad-
e.- shall receive between $esoo and
Lazo° pet year for hi, services. The
board wants this altered so the coun-
cil can say what. the minimum ,hall
be.
The city attorney at present names
the official newepapor of the town.
hut the change desired hire is that
the council name the official public-
cation as prevailed in thelltird class.
At present councilmen and alder-
men get ;3 for attendhque,regular
called meetings of their respective
boards. A change is desired here mak
ing it so the members can get from
$0 tee4s, the figure to be decided by
the council.
All these above changes are want-
ed and the committee going to Lex-
instils) is Instructed to ask the others
at the conference to athoeate the
teratiolift and get all enakted into
lawq by the state legislature.
Last evening in the city hall gener-
al assembly chamber there was held
the big joint theeting between pres-
ent aldermen and councilmen and
also those coping into office the fire
of next mettle • •The assembly was
for the purpose 1;i' deciding nn what
amendments they desired the stete
legielsoure to make to the talliatter
govereirsecities of the second class.
Mayor Vetoer presided over the gath
ering. whileTity Clerk Bailey offi-
ciated as the clerk. Those present
Were Aldermen Millet, Farley. Bell,
Starks, Durrett, Greif, Davis, Coun-
cilmen Mcliroom, Tkylor. Katter-
john. Barnett and Hill, Aldermen-
elect Hank, PsImer and Councilmen-
elect Duvall, Van Meter,' Dipple and
Mayer.
Mayor Yeieer reported to the
board that December Mb had been de
eldest on as the date for holding the
conference of second class city repre-
sentatives at Lexington, for the pur-
pose of everybody deciding what
amendments they wanted the state
assembly to enact next January re-
garding the government of second
clam towns. On the mayor acquaint-
kg the board' about the date it was
decided that be, Akierman Miller and
Alderman Farley go to Lexington to
participate in the gathering as rep-
resentatives IV ti e city-
The joint boar& last evening re-
mained in session for three hours dis
erssieg what amens/nit-nes they
thought sheutd be made to the char-
ter. and they instriitted the mayor
and two aldermen to lay these dc -
wired alterations becore the delegates
from the other second clue cities at
Lexington and see if they could not
combine and all favor adoption of
the proposed hills -
One change wanted is that enmow
ering the city boards to give $1.5oo
each year to commercial clubs to help
the 'after bodies prosecute theie work
of btOding up a town.
Anoteer change is ehat which will
compel the city cletW keep Posted
in some hook fell res of ordinan-
ces adopted by the municipal legis-
hitive bodies. At present the clerk
just makes a minute on his journal
of proceedings that sit" and such an
ordinance was passed and the ordi•
twice la then filed awl'y in the city
archives or vault. ef":
Another change is tiiti# 'Which will
compel the abutting property owner
to construct his pavement according
to whatever ordinance the city adopts
At present the charter earl the work
must be done under the supervision
of the city engineer. but does net
stipulate it shall be according to the
proasisions of adopted ordinances,
therefore the property Owns can do
as . they like.
The committee was Ordtrtd to sec
if it could not get adopted by the
legislature taws makiter it so that
people can pay on the ten year plan
tor the public improvements made
in front of their property. As this
ten year provisio now stands on the
charter book it cannot be taken ad-
varitage of.
Another change %vented is a repeal
el the charter section which in sec-
ond class cities lets the police court
have supreme jurisdiction in petty
larceny Cates. The board. wants it
like when its the third clam, that pet-
ty larceny ehergies mull be tried in
the quarterly or circuit court, and the
police court officiate only as an ex-
amining tribunal to hold the accused
over to the other courts.'
UMW • ••••••-.••••••• -•••••Another change is one that looks
towar'cfs? making more clear the char-
ter osrm neseilseee,sto r.
wort, -hv lockup prisoners on the
street chiin gang or in the work-
hoiec. Oct account f the Prevent
ambiguity of, thu provision Myrick
Vshieten has filed numerous uits
son inst the municipality for isomer
lockup prisoner, who were hirecrIned
and who claimed danueses on the
geoarkt: that the cite clad no author-
ity to work Olen* as wag 4ne., tr‘





They Will Continue Campaigning for
Subscriptions Until They Have
$topoo.
Last, evening a meeting' was held
by the committee from the Central
Labor Union for the phrpose of see-
ing what had been done towards get-
ting up the desired amount of stock
subscriptions to the company being
organized for the purpose of starting
a line of automobiles through this
city in opposition to the street rail-
way company which has a 'strike on
with its union motormen and con-
ductors.
The meeting last evening by the
committee ehowed good progress
made, enough stock has-jug been sub
scribed to insure the Success of the
mike vehicle is being pushed by tle
union AlPeop*$ who are intending to
make a strong fight its this regard.
One of the members of the com-
mittee said last night tlhat although
they had enough subscribed to insie
the project, still' they would not st p
campaigning for ettbscriptions until
they bad fto,000 pledged. They will
tbeu cornmewce collecting in the mon
ey on an easy payment plan and pur-
chase tbeir automobiles.
The promoters expect to •have 014 -
ch ines that will carry frrmi sixorn
to eighteen peeple, and run them en
the streets now covered by the street
cars. The automobiles wIll make
faster time and tristre trips than the
cars and the parties pushing the prop
coition feel greatly encouraged over
their great suceesn, whicheis far be-
yond what they expected when they
first started out. .
R. M. Miles. the well k: 'on
leatherworker. is chairman of the
committee letving the matter in hand.
OUR SECOND ANNUAL
CHRISTMAS OFFERING.
Each day from now until January
tat, z906.
..Roger Bros. 18.49 Knives and
Forks, $4 so grade, $3 50 set.
Genuine Rogers Knives and Forks,
$4.25 grade, $3 oo set.
Genuine Rogers Teaspoons, to-year
guarantee, regular price $1 50, 75c
ewe. -
Genuine Revers Tablespoons, $300
grade, $1.5o set.
A beautiful 8-inch cut glass bowl,
regular $7 so grade, $3 50 get.
We also have a pretty bowl at
S4 75•
A gold-filled, ao-year case, Elgin
movement, $8 50
We auk have hundreds of other
articles at a price never before offered
in Paducah.
See our line of beautiful designs in
hat pins, rings, ladies' and gents'
fobs, gold settings, signet rings.
Come in and see our beautiful new
-"! r•
axe oohing orders in daily for new-
eta designs in jewelry, so you will
tee the latest by giving our stock a
look over before you buy.. The New
Eye See Jewelry and Optical Co.,
Engraving free.
A XONF7rZKA, Optician.
11 years' experience. 3.t B'war.
Paducah, Ky
A large line of eagle emblem. in
stock.
A DEPUTY
CITY A rro RNEY HARRISON
HAD NEAT HONOR CON-
FERRED ON HIM.
Labor Organization of the City Pre-
peeing for Their Semi-annual
E'ereion.
Mr. Theseus B. Harrison, city at-
torney, yesterday received word
which conveyed news of quite distin-
uiseed and unexpected 'honor, it be-
ing liii selectihcraps district deputy
seprense prone:104140 this portion of
Kentucky for the 'Order of Beavers
which institutes a newly organized
lodge here Friday evening. The
honor was not sought, but 'falls into
good hands, as the city attorney is
widely experienced in an executive
capacity in secret orders, having been
elected exalted ruler for the Elks the
first year of his affiliation with that
bor.
The letter yesterday notifying Mr.
Harrison of his appointment, came
from W. H. Frutticker. supreme or-
ganizer of the big organization which
has thousands of members oven the
country. The stipreree - official noti-
fied the Paducahan that his commis-
sion. would arrive right away.
At the installation Friday evening
the new order goes in here with too
of the best citizens of Paducah.
Elect Officers.
The labor organizations of the city
are preparing to hoht their semi-
annual election of officers-this month.
Many of them wibl be drone and the
new officials conducted into office
next month. Last night the car-
peniters pominated their new officers
that will be elected at the next ses-
sion, while one week from tonight
the leather-workers nominate for their
offices and elect the ensuing meeting
evening. The balance of the union
are preparing to do likewise
Eagles Tonight.
The Fraternal Order of Eagles
hold their regular weekly meeting
this. evening at their quarters in the
e'd V. M C A huiline at Sivth and
Elks Tomorrow.
The Elks Icerge meets tomorrow
evening at their haft on North Fourth
street.
Masons Elect,
The Masonic lodges of the city are
preparing tor 'their annual. election
that will be held the 27th of this
month.
chool Shoes
They are the Kind that
wear well and Always
Look Neat And thressy.
▪ - OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS REASONABLE -
Lendier & Lydon
309 BROADWAY
'Phone 3rders receive Prompt Attention Thone 675
a iiii-v-=1.-RIVT.A.IR/M
We cannot begin to name the many beautiful articles shown in our holiday display of Silver-ware. We can only ask all who contemplate the purchase of gifts to come in and see forthemselves our splendid assortment of rich and appropriate presents. Our goods are all new,fresh, no old left-overs from last year. It's a pleasure to shQw our goods. Again we askyou to come in and have a look. J. L. WANNER, Jeweler, 428B'way. opp. Palmer House.
W. C. T. U. LADIES
WEEKLY MEETING WILL BE
HELD TOMORROW AFTER
NOON
Rev. Robert Hopkins Goes to Be!'
ton Today to Prosecute Sunday
School, Wert'
The regular meeting of the W. C
T. U. will be held tomorrow after
noon at 3 o'clock in the lecture room
of the First Baptist church. Th
question jot discussion will be a ton
sideration of plans for making the
department of the press more effec-
tive and a greater power for good
A cordial invitation is extended ev-
erybody to be present.
Interesting Lecture.
Another; interesting stereopticoa
lecture was delivered last evening at
the Tenth street Christian church by
Rev. Robert /4. Hopkins, of the
Christian churer State Sunday School
Association. He leaves today for
Benton to coeTtintie his work of work
ing up interest pver the state in Sun
day school matters.
ExceUen• Sermons,.
Yesterday morning and last even-
ing good sermons were heard by
large congregations at the Fret Bap-
tist titular. -where Rev. Ph-. Cates
continues effecting much good with
his series id revivals.
Not Former Paducithan.
The St. Louis papers say that Rev.
John Rupprecht, a retired German
Luthetan minister has been placed- in
the observation ward at the city 'hos-
pital there on account of being ment-
ally unbalanced. Some fear it is the
pastor formerly in charge of the Grr
man chuech here of that name, but
word Ilse been received it is not, as
the demented man is nearly 6o years
old and has lived in St. Louis a king
time, while the former Paducah 'pas-
tor is a young man.
WHISKY ELECTION.
Next Saturday's Result Decides the
Liquor Question.
Next Saturday the citizens of Ben
on "hoist! tl,e 2— 'a! crtio-•
that was ordered for the purpose of
deciding whether whisky should be
sold in that city, which cemprises
two of the :magisterial districts of
Mashall county.
/the issue is becoming quite a burn
ing one out in that neighboring place
and a heavy vote will be polled, as
both sides are working hard. At pres
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The taste of a cigar is affected
by its condition as well as the
grade of tobaco in it. If it is
too dry, it has a hot, smarting,
tongue-bitin &taste. If it is too
moist, its taste is full of nico-
tine.
Our cigars are kept just right






NEVE YOOK IAN ANCISCO
ANY TIME is the accepted time
to visit our store.
We are always ready. Our stocks
are never allowed to lose their vari-
ety or attractiveness.
Any time satisfaction oes not ac-
company a purchase, y ur motley
back for the asking.
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-
DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS






7th & Jackson Sta. phone an,& Clay Sea. aerie 38.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
HAYES
Free Delivery— Telephone 795.
Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
to meet his friends and old sustain-
ers, proneiaing them the quickest ser-






TeL 758, 7th and Broadway.
Dr. B. k Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone s88 at the silk., beds
phones 240 at residenc. Ofi:ce Eosin
to 9 a. rn ; to 3 p. m 7 re
•
Aut. eae....
NEW YORK WOMAN'S SHOES
laEST HAY DIMPLES.
--------
. .. 6 re.a.: :-....., • 
..ape....0..•----.....—.---. 
- -- - --........—...
Ir.
WOMAN'S BEAUTY IS NOT COM-
PLETE WITHOUT THEM.
There Are Establishments That Make




"We are having an unprecedented call
for dimples," said the beauty maker,
according to the New York Sun. "There
was a time when there was no demand
at all for them, but now we are kept
busy supplying them.
"Women flock into our establishment
demanding dimples": and each has her
own particular style. To the casual ob-
server all dimples might seem alike, but
there is really great variety in them.
"Of all dimples that an the chin is the
most noticeable and beautiful. Once
upon a time it was the popular belief
that dimples were born. Nowadays we
know that they are acquired.
"They are like French waves and false
teeth. You can have them if you want
Iblie To make a cleft chin is quite a
di t feat.
"You must cut into the flesh with a
sharp knife until you.have severed a
muscle. When the chin hals there will
be a little dent or scar, and this makes
the dimple.
"A woman once came to me in great
distress. She had met with as accident
which had inflicted a jagged cut in her
ehi n.
"'My good looks are ruined for life,'
gibe gimped, as she dank into a chair.
"1 bound up her chin and assured her
that she would be all right in a few days.
"'You will be even better looking than
before.' I said to her.
"She smiled faintly and went away.
-Two weeks later she returned. The
ironed had healed and in its place there
was a very becoming scar, which took
the form of. a dimple.
"'I am de!!rbted,' said se, 'for I am a
thecaid times better looking than I
was before'
eit fettle style now to have a dimpled,
eslacereabesee,chIng look; and it is the
lawhimi to look rather grave instead of
arch. This gives the beau", makers a
stunt to perform in the dimple line, but
ap to ria:c there have been many suc-
emeilles and no casualties reported.
"In Paris they are making dimples by
electricity. They take an electric in-
strument nnd press it into the Setae
without however, breaking the akin.
Then they turn on the current.
"There is a mild shock. They re-
peat this again and again, always teeth-
ing the dent deeper, until after a tire
the flesh has formed a habit. There is
a dimple in the chin.
"This is only useful for the chin, and
It would hardly work in the case of the
cheek, which le too hard to be treated in
this way.
"Where cheek dimples are desired
there fsaenore complicated process. We
begin by replacing lost teeth.
"After you have plumped out the face
you will discover that there are dimple:
la the cheeks. Make your cheeks plum'
and somehow there will appear the
magic twinkling spots.
"There should be dimples on the handl
as well as on the face. To be alluring
hands must lie idly on your lap. They
meat be white and fat, and there must
be a row of dimples along the knuckles
"They look more youthful if there are
no rings at all. Rings somehow make
the hands look old. They are like finery
and elaborate dress. They add to one's
ate
"To•be pretty you mnst have nice
teeth. They must be white and even
and there meat be no gold visible. Then
you must have a pair of very red lips.
"White lips mean a poor circulation,
sic 3 narrow lirs mean a had dispeselon
and a habit of compressing the mouth
You must have a fine, smooth skin
which can be obtained by treating the
akin every night with a good skin food,
and you must have a pair of clear, soft
*yell.
"The eyebrows must be nice, if oae 121
to be rood looktrg. and to make them
beautiful one must treat them every
night with an eyebrow grower. The
Japatiese have very nice eyebrows, but
they devote a great deal of time to them.
"The face should be slightly oval
Gimped, eemething like an egg, with the
midi part of the egg at the chin. Look
at your face and see If it is egg shaped.
"If it is round you must reduce it a
little. If it is square you must massage
along the lines of the chin to take away
those square lines. If It is long and nar-
row you must plump it out.
"And don't forget that you must have
dimples, for dimples are the style this
year, and you cement be a pretty woman
without them."
Tips in Department Stares.
The taping evil is growing In New
York. despite the discussion aroused by
the new law aimed at purchasing agents.
The latest class to demand tips are clerks
In department stora. According to an
experienced shopper, the woman who
does not recognize and satisfy the itch-
ng palm of the girl who waits on her
Ill obtain poor service In some atores.
Akin to this lathe store "graft" on which
many clerks figure as a regular addition
their income. This is the ehange left
over from purchases at odd prices, such
as $1.48, 1,87. etc. Usually It only
amounts te two or three cents, but very
many persons give the seller $1.50 or
San, and go away without waiting for
the change. This often amounts to a
considerable sum in the mum of a day.
metimea It even amounts to "white
money." as silver Is called, and adds
materially to the day's takings.
Christmas Cards.
Although the first Chrietmas
was made in 1844, very few were
till the year 1862. Then the fa,hior
came in of sending cards the size of
lisiting cards,' Inscribed ingely with
Os wort's: "A Merry •
card
gent
Philadelphia Critic Says Their Ap-
pearance Indicates Care-
lesanass.
Said a Philad.lphia woman the oth-
er day:
"There is one peculiarity about wom-
en in New York which must strike any
stranger coming to the city.
"At how, and in most other places
have visited, a woman feels almost
well dressed if only her gloves and
shoes are new and really smart look-
'ng. In New York that evidently is
not the case, at least so far as the
footwear is concerned.
"Have you noticed it? Even very
well dressed we.nen over here wear
poor shoes. Whea they are not shabby
and broken they are of poor last and
cheap leather.
"And the fact is the more remarkable
because I have never seen men more
extravagant in their footwear than
those of New York. The next time
you are in an elevated train or street
car observe the rew at feet Opposite.
The men will aim st without exception
be well shod, ;, 1 there will be
glimpses of the • beautiful things
In silk and embroidered socks appear-
ing above the& shoe tops; while the
stylishly clad feminine foot will be
conspicuous by its absence.
"I don't know whetho• it is that the
New York woman considers a five-dol-
lar shoe an unheard of extravagance
or whether she is a poor judge of foot-
wear. But whatever it is, I prefer the
old-fashioned Philadelphia opinion
that a lady is known by her hands and
feet more than by anything else."
HER BUSINESS ABILITY.
Fiazep Deal That Netted Ramourcatul
Wits One Hundred
Dollers,
Senator Platt, la a humorous speech
was praising woman at a dinner party
"And tier business ability!" he ex-
claimed. "Only the other day the
young wife ot a young friend of mint
said excitedly to her husband on his
return nose:
" I have made more money
than you to-day.'
" 'How much have you made?' hi
asked.
"'A hundred dollars,' she said
proudly.
" 'Good, good!' cried the young
man. 'And how did you make it?'
" 'Well,' said the young lady, 'yoe
know md old piano that you only paid
$300 for! I sold it to-day for $400.'
" 'Gracious, and what are you going
to do with all the money?' he asked.
" 'Oh, there isn't any money,' she
said.
" 'Eh?'
"'You see,.I sold the piano to a deal-
er,' she explained. 'He gives me a new
oae for de00 and allows me WO foe
the old one. Haven't I dope well? it
you'd stay home and let me run your
business for you, you'd grow rich.
Think, $100 a day! That is over $.300,-
000 a year,' "
MARYLAND'S OLD VOLCANOS
Three Peaks in Western Mountains
Found to Be Metal-Bearing
Volcanic Rock.
Prof. Philip R. Uhler returns to the
city with the report of a discovery
which he made in the western Mary-
land mountains. Three peaks, the prin-
cipal one named Buzzard's Knob.
crown a plateau about six miles from
the city, reports the Baltimore Ameri-
can. It was for Prof. Uhler to discover
that the three prominences are in fact
volcanoes, and that they are the very
oldest type of volcanic rock that is
found in the United States.
These peaks are of a different form
Orem volcanoes like Vesuvius. In the
latter form of volcano molten lava and
stones are forced up by superheated
steam, leaving a deep hole, but in
these craters in western Maryland the
whole mountain was originally in a
molten condition and the top crust was
forced upward in a dome-shaped form.
and such lava as did not escape was
forced out in vents at various places.
The volcanic recto ef the region is met
al-bearing. and specimens of gray.
green and gall copper were found by
Dr. Uhler. The domes of the craters
were somewhat elliptical in shape.
MEANING OF SURNAMES.
_
Derivation of Seme of the Family
Names Familiar in
Our Day.
Nearly all surnames originaity had a
meaning. They were descriptive of
their owners. In a word, they were
nicknames. like "Skinny," or "Shorty."
or "Put'," pays the Phliadelpela Bulle-
tin.
Peel is a surname that shows the
original Peel to have been bald. Gram
means fat—from the French "gras."
erste, from "grand," means big
An Oliphant should be a clumsy and
unwieldy person. This surname was
"elephant" originally.
The Parker* were keepers of noble-
men's parks. The Warners were war-
reners or rabbit tenders. The Barkers
prepared bark for tanning. The Ls-
boucheres were butchers.
Bell meant handsome. Cameron
meant crooked-nosed. Curtis meant
eolite. And Forster meant forester;
Napier, a servant in charge of the ta-
ble linen; Palmer, a pilgrim; Wain-
wright, a wagon builder; Webster, a
weaver; Wright. a carpenter.
Mending Matters.
"1aen't,you bac% vedndcrod why
so many broken down widowers want
te get married' again'"





Beloved and Revered by the French -His Early Struggles—Ever
Laboring in Interest of the Public Good.
When declaration pr war was made
upon Russia during the Crimean strug-
gle of the allied nations against the
Great Bear, the text of the declaration
contained these words—"to save Eu-
rope from the preponderance of a
power which has violated faith and
treaties and defies the opinion of the
civilized world." •
And for long England has held the
czar's people a people in no ways to be
trusted. For 300 years Russia and
England have been more or leas at
quarrel, which fact may account for
the attitude of Englishmen generally
toward Russians generally. A writer
tn an English periodical discussing the
subject "Can We Trust Resale?"
M. DE WITTE.
would lead us to believe that anti-
Russian journalisrp, incited by the
faet-increasing Jewish control of the
world's press amides, is responsible
for the feeling, and that the feeling, is
over-warm. The writer makes a state-
ment he would have the impartial
reader weigh carefaly—that Russia
haa never yet repudiated her obliga-
Liens.
The anti-Rusellan feeling is of decid-
ed strength, and the attitude of Ameri-
ca towards Russian statesmanship is
not so very different from that ob-
taininr over in the mother country.
The Fortnightly contributor, whom we
have quoted ntve, asserts that "Rus-
sian statesmanship to the average
Englishman Is a synonym for false-
hood, while a Russian ambassador IN
an Anneals& in the flash. The duplic-
ity and mendacity ot Russian states-
manahip is an article of faith with
Englishmen, about which it is useless
to contend. The Russians claim, bon-
ever. that In every instance of alleged,
bad faith, the thee and the circuit:I-
stances were such that they could not
carry out what they intended to carry
out.
It is very difficult for the Anglo-
Saxon. the American and Entillillinan,
to understand the half-oriental Rus-
sian mind. The Slav seems untrust-
worthy, his ideals very foreign. The
code of honor of the westerner is
builded on utraightforwardnem--at
least so the Anglo-Saxon believes—and
fisticuff methods of defense and attack
are employed rather than the use of
duplicity. The Anglo-Saxon declares
no understanding can be arrived at
with the Russian until the latter has
made an advance In honesty. In our
reading on the theme under discussion,
we came across the phrase "manner in
which Russian diplomacy outran Rus-
sian preparedness for war with Ja-
pan;" and the assertion: "For years to
come Russia can never be terrible In
war slth educated nations, because she
naturally aimed at proving that she
bad intended all along to restore what
was hot her own, but had resented the
etternpt on the part of Japan to humil-
iate her by compelling her to do so.
"Secondly, she declined to allow the
wording of the treaty clauses to con-
vey the imerression that Japan was
dictating to her, while she was obey-
ing. Hence the Russian envoys Insist-
ed that their Japanese colleagues
should expressly adopt identical, self- f 
e('eying ordinances which according to
the 'original clauses of the draft of the
treaty Russia, and only Russia, was to
sign.
Thirdly, instead of allowing Japan
to adjudicate for herself the honor of
championing China and Kore'a, Russia
openly took their part, twisted durine,
the discussion that their interaatioaal
status should be fairly reckoned wLti
and endeavoring to revive rights o:
theirs which still exist in theory bu.
are dead in practice.
"Lastly, whenever in dealing with.
any clause Russia made up her mind
not to dispute the substance of the de-
mana preferred, she still insisted on
the proposal being so worded that she
should not appear to sign away rignta
,other than her own or connive at a fu-
ture policy of absorption which she
was unable to indorse."
- An instance that fiat falsehood Is re-
sorted to by the Russian leader at
times, a story is told by Rutherford
Corbin in Harper's Weekly. This is
Russian diplomacy as it is held by the
Anglo-Saxon, and, as we have suggest-
ed above, the Anglo-Saxon may be
given to exaggeration, unjust judg•
ment. We tell the tale as it was told
tow'.
The incident cited took place when
the nations sent their soldiers to the
relief of the legations at Peking; and,
though we desire fair play for Russia,
we may digress a moment to call to re-
membrance of the reader the greedi-
ness evinced by the Great Bear when
China came to settlement of indemni-
If your plumbing is out
of date, the members of your
household see constantly risking their
health. Defective plumbing generates
germ-bearing sewer gases which pollute
the atmosphere and cannot help but be
breathed by the occupants.
Let us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and
install the best sanitary fixtures made,,
namely llteedeste Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated
booklet Modern Home Plumbing" sent free upon application.
E.D. HANNAN, Plumber
COVINT LAMI1Doltle.
has no elan of administration sirdilar
to that turned out by our public
schools of young Englishmen who go
for a pittance to the ends of the earth,
and govern a tropical province with
justice. humanity, and unimpeachable
honesty,"
The Japanese, too, it is needless to
my. are tricky, but they have the Su-
marai spirit, the impelling patriotism
which moves the individual to greatest
sacrifice for pride of country. Thom
Russians seem to want the pound of
flesh and the good name, too. As illus-
trative of the subtlety of Russian
diplomacy we quote from some dts-
patches published in London during
the later days of the peace parleying at
Portsmouth. the dispatches purporting
to give the true inwardness of matter*.
They say Japan desired to "play the
enviable role of a chivalrous prinee in
releasing the Chinese and Korean
prince:1 from the power of the soreer-
er's spell and in helping Europe and
the civilized world to rights too long
Withheld. Russia, on the other hand,
alieeetD DUKE ALEJLIE
ty; Russia. though not over-early le
getting to the scene of action, and no
great account when arrived, asked for
an outrageous sum, a great deal more
than the claim made by the Unite./
States. The Great Bear frequently
wants the lion's share.
But to tell Mr. Corbin's story: "The
expedaion to the relief of the iegatIons
will be remembered as the most com-
posite army since that of the sixth
crusade. IA was composed of Jape.
Russians. Americans. English, French,
Germans and Italians. They took Pe-
king and relieved the legations. It
was decided to have a formal entry
through the city, and great were the
preparations therefor. Each nation
wished Lts troops to lead the parade.
except that the English and American
commanders surrendered to the JIMA-
nese their claims to the first prece-
dence. Chaffee and °anglee assured
the Japanese commander that, in their
opinion, be was entitled to precedence,
because Japan had the most troops
present. It was finally agreed between
all the commanders that the matter
should be settled at a oonferenes. The
day of the conference came. Geste
Gaselee proposed his plan that the
armies should be arranged In order of
the numerical strength of the repre-
sentation. The Russian general, Lino-
vitcA, assented, and quickly turned to
the Japanese Marshal. 'How many
troops have your he asked. The Jae
said he had 11,600. 'Well,' said Lino-
vItch, 'you 'ego second. I have 6,800.'
'That,' muttered Gen. Chaffee, with a
gasp of surprise at the Russian's au-
dacity, Is a dashed Ile!' The convey!".
Ration had been through an interpre-
ter. Linovitah was mildly interested
en the exclamation and asked the in
terpreter what it was the American
general had said. 'Oh.' said the inter-
preter, 'he was surprised that you had
so many troops.'"
Thai Mr. Corbin adds a finishing
touch with this: '"It is a Ifeed story as
it stands, and shows a character which
to the envious Is strictly Russian. The
addenda which comes from a foreign
attach. is even more interesting.. The
attache was standing outside the coun-
cil. Unovitch wag the first to hurtle
out He did not know Liaovitch then,
nor his nationality, bet be Waited Im-
portant enough is be saluted with a eft Ice
respectful Ilooel morning, general. ,
'Good morning,' replied Unovitch In
the most perfect English. 'It is •




Do you want a first class job by an
expert 1workman? If you do ',take
It to
3ohn J. Skid), jeweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
J E.COULSON 2
...P LUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
.4+++++++++.444."4+++.4444
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paclunfth, Kentucktf.
Capital and Surplus $155,000
ED P. NOBLE, PREL 0. 'W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits.
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Side, boxes
proof vault for rent at $3 to Si° per year as to shin You carry your
key and no one but yourself has access.
PaTe
in fire
For Vaults, MOnuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET foe Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEAC LIES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS MS WHITENESS; does not bo-
som* dark and discolored,.
LET ME TELL YO U MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteons Marble, firallte & Stone Works
SOLE AGE/4T, ifoe TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAVISON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine)modern hotel is now open under. new
ingnagement, for guests at, the
Pm/Om IKENtUCEY WATERING PLACE






Superior Facilities for Office
klandling Freight, Machinery 2nd:and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones it
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Phone 369, ▪ Residence Phone 726

















THE CASE OF FLORA.
HOW FRAREY BECAME INTER-
ESTED IN HER.
Willibert Frarey was already spoken
of as "an old bachelor" when he first
went to board with Mrs. Albrecht. He
was 28 then, a man of somewhat par-
ticular habits, none of them very so-
ciable. What he wanted was a quiet,
comfortable place to bcard, as home-
like as possible, and free from any
annoyance from other boarders. He
offered Mrs. Albrecht unimpeachable
references, and demanded the like of
her, caution, being his strong point.
Even then he would only take the
room for a week, having had doubts
of Flora Albrecht, a miss of 14. Ile
feared she might be noisy, and tie
wanted to try the place before he defi-
nitely settled down.
At the end of the week, nowever,
he sent for his trunks, congratulat-
ing himself upon the circumstance of
having at last found something that
suited him. Mrs. Albrecht was a
quiet, neat, self-contained little wom-
an, who did not bother him with at-
tempts at conversation, kept his room
in perfect order, and gave him a good
breakfast and dinner. What more
could he want? As for Flora, the
lanky daughter with the usually
tousled mane of light hair, Frarey
saw scarcely anything of her, and
heard lees.
On his part, ?rarer was a model
boarder, quiet, regular and prompt in
his settlements. He paid monthly
now. The experimental stage had
paned, and as far as he knew, he
was willing to spend the rest of hia
days with the Albrecht". He went
down to the wholesale grocery bones,
where he had an excellent position,
every morneng at eight o'clock, and
returned at 6:30—in time for dinner.
Sometimes he spent the evening in his
room, reading an improving book.
sometimes he went out to kw an im-
proving lect are.
Frarey was tp.tally indifberent to
the budding chance of none *Wenn
really as hearty kik wholesome a MA
as need be. 4t was a year or two
before she 
bee
tto bud at ell—two
years at least before Tracey took any
notice of the fact. She wore her
first pompadour for three even in
before be observed oven that. A yeas
later or thereabouta Frarey, meeting
her in the hail, saw that elle was
wearing an uneonamonly attractive
white dress, and mentally remarked
that she had beautiful white teeth that
showed to advantage when she
smiled.
Then Flora went away somewhere
to take a course of the higher educe-
tiOn. Perhaps Frarey Entered her, but
he hardly knew. It is certain that
, In • general way, and without any
reference to anybody 111 particular, he
had occasional thoughts of settling
down in a home of his own. It
would be nice to have some one to
read the improving books to and to
take to the improving lectures. That
was all it amounted to—just hazy
general thoughts.
But ',then Flora returned a year
later with charms that now began to
blossom from the bud his retlecaone
became more definite.
"I'd best go slow about this." he
said to himself. "A man needs some-
thing more than pearly teeth and
a rosy complexion to make eim com-
fortable."
So he did not escouraer her, though,
when she went away tin followlez
June for her second year, he bought
her "The Stones of Venice" and the
North American Review to read on
the train, for which she was very
grateful
Time passed, and Flora came back.
On the evening of her arrival, w43t
he called her Improvement Almost
took Frareye breath away . Her for-
mer prettiness had become actual
beeety,--and her conversation. which
Mrs. Albrecht no longer attempted to
restrain, was bright.
The next morning Frarey met Flora
on the stairs, and as he stood aside
to let her pass Vie, too, stoppild.
'Mr. Franey,' she said, with re
charming air of embarrassment.
"mother tells me that Genie of your
things need mending. There are—er
—some socks that need darning, and ,
other things. You know, mother never ,
bad much time for such things, but 1 I
have, and-1 wonder if you would let
me try my hand at them."
What would you hare thought In
such • case?
At first the tamiding and darning
were done rather roughly and un-
skillfully, but Frahry didn't eerie for
that—not a cent. He would bare ha4
to throw the socks away in any event.
But the improvement was rept& anti
in a abort time an incredible neatness
was shown In the darning. Within
a week Frerey. eximineeting on the
l• the bread at table, was
informed that Flora had made IL
One evening he was indulging his
fancy in this way when he thought
he heard voices below his window. 
iHis room was on the serond Boor.
Tee, one of the vote.% was Fiore's..
It was her laugh. The other voice I
was manly..
A chill of apprehension came over





won't oco.....ice,r anything het'
keeping, end. Disk, you have no
how lomeette I am getting. I cen
do lots of thin, --cook, make hreale
mend, darn secks.-4•ve been pract.c
ing on .'Tr Prerey's. poor man. But
he wee %cry reeve over my early fell- I
Urea. 1 toed to think him such sr
awed Ottely he's got to I
_leer - -` ,hitee—"
•: 'en the window has
110WCZ w
tilt —Chicago DeStaNSVO.
RICH MAN IN THE 'ARCTIC.
Young Englishman of Means on Ex-
ploring Expedition in Polar
Region.
An enterprising young Englishman
named Alfred H. Harrison started last
summer down the Mackenzie, the great
northern river of Canada, to spend the
winter somewhere in the neighborhood
of its mouth. His winter camp is sup- I
posed to be in the delta among the
Eskimo. next spring he expects to
set out on an exploring expedition
into an unknown polar area.
All the maps show a great number
of arctic islands to the north of thie
continent. But the western part 01
this region has not yet been explored
excepting very near the coast, and
there is a stretch of about 1,000 miles
of sea to the west of Prince Patric',
Island and Banks Landing where not
a bit of land is shown.
The Jeannette drifted through the
middle of this region without eeeixis
land until she got north of the Nee
Siberia islands, where she discoveree
three islands. No reason is knowr
why there should not be other islands
and Harrison's purpose is, if possible,
to find new lands, should any exist in
this part of the Arctic.
Harrison has one advantage over
most explorers and that is that he is
a man of means. All be had to do
was to select his fleld,of work, settle
the bills for his outfit, and go on his
way.
He is bearing the whole expense
himself, except that he received a loan
of scientific instruments from the
Royal Geographical society; and some
of the sledges and other equipment
used by a south polar expedition
were presented to him.
The work before him is difficult and
hazardous, but there is every reason
to hope that he may be able te add
.stunething at least to our knowledge
el this unknown area. He Is an ex-
perienced traveler, and has trained
Ithillitylf very thoroughly to carry out
bee work on scientific lines. He has
a number of excellent assistants and
expects to buy dogs of the Eskimos
In the Mackenzie delta.
According to oar present knowl-
edge. it Is doubtful U the more north-
ern arctic waters in this region con.
tam n any islands. Not far north of
Frans Josef Land Dr. /Jansen came
upon a sea with soundings of 3,000
fathoms. 111
It is believed that this deep ria ex-
tends over the whole of the aprtb
polar area to within 100 or 150 miles
of the continents. If this is the case,
no land is likely to be found, except
on the continental shelf, where the
soundings rarely exceed 300 fathoms.
If Harrison discovers new islands, the
probability is that he will find them
within 200 miles of the coasts of
North America or Asia.
FARE WAS PARTICULAR.
HII111111. Young Woman Gave Cabby
a Most Unpleasant Sen-
sation,
The young woman was about to take
a ride in a cab. She was evident!" a
humane young person, because, viten
the driver of the vehicle brought It at
her signal, she proceeded to question
him, relates the Baltimore Neer's.
"Has your horse done much work to-
day?" the asked
"He's Jule. come out of his stabile,
lady," replied that person, menda-
ciously. ,
The girl felt the quadruped's sides
"He seems to be very warm," she
ventured.
"Yessum; his steble's warm. He'se
beep more comfortable trotting aboui
than he Is in his box stall."
The young woman peered at his
boots.
"Are his ghost all right'!" she asked.
"Sure," said the driver. "We
have a veterinary who *hoes the
horses every morning before they
come out of the stable, and every
evening before they go in."
"Is he very old?" faltered the girl,
gingerly prodding the horse's' lip in
• vain attempt to see his teeth
"That hose ain't nothing more'll
colt, miss." responded the driver, se-
rionaly. "He ain't been in harness
more'n a year. But he has the sweet
dispositen for sure, and he's as
steady as an old hoes. He's a regular
kitten for gentleness and spirits."
The young woman smiled as one
who feels that she has done all she
can in the Cause of humanity. "Well,'
she said, "don't drive fiat." and
stepped into the vehicle.
'If there's anything I hate It is to
take these S. P. C. A. ladles a-riding,"
confided the driver in a growl to a fee
time the figure' at the bead of the boo Haunting Fear.low cabman as he adjueted his reins 
lingered the lett-Ines of their instru 'Yon, there is one (loud on my ft"Every time I try to make this old , menu, while theme at the foot wavedbrute trot a bit now she'll be poking their fans, a apnea/Jed motor furefeb "What le that?" .
hotel life cornea very near being robbed
of all its terrors, the following circular
I. given to the guests:
Tips and fces: The ev,is and annoy
ances of this custom are generally con-
ceded. Tips are given for one or more
of the following reasons:
Custom, which Is mere imitation.
Fear of being thought mean, which
Is cowardice.
Desire to be thought genereus, which
Is vanity.
Desire to help the poor, which hi
charity.
Desire for some favor inconsistent
with full Justice to others, which is
bribery.
Because, in some places no reason-
able service can be has without tip-
ping, which Is • "hold-up" by ser-
vants. Because some extra service is
wished, not covered by the price paid,
which is mmendable desire to pay
for all ~Awed.
Appreciation of satisfactory service
already rendenritd, or of personal Ilk—
ing, which is generosity and good will
Our etnployes have been selected as
self-respecting and unwilling to put
themselves in the place of ordinary Utica List Contains One with Occu-hotel servants. They are neither ob-
jects of charity nor social brigands.
From the first five motives our
pation Giver. as That of
Watch man.
guests should be free, and from he "Robert Bader°. !hatch/man No. 3sixth motive our employes are free. It West street," is the *ray it read in theprompted by the last two, all should Utica city direct:Sy, sea the womanbe willing to accpt the plan, carefully, who responded tfi'e bell call toldmatured after ten years' experience, to the wan at t quit "Bob" was inpay for extras in the regular° bills and says the Phil Ihg l'oblic Ledger.to reward for specially meritorious "I'd like to.lea kW' remalked theservice oaly at the end of visits. 'caller, for he was'in'search of a watch
man for his establilitment.
"Here Bob! here Bob!" called the
woman, and a yvely bull terrier rushed
into the hall. ,
And then the woman laughed, tot
the Robert Badger°. In the directory
was none other than "Bob," the mas,
cot of the Utica & Mohawk Valley Rail.
way company, who had been listed In
the directory as a "watchman" because
that's just what he was.
Bob is probably the only dog on reo
orci who has bis name In a city dIrso
tory. He is the via= of Milton:,
Badger*, private tee of Camera)
Manager Allen, of (be street railway
He is known by all employes of the
line, and is always a welcome passen
ger, who need pay nie fare.
A short time ago Bob went to Rome
with the company's claim agent and
became strayed there. When the claim
agent reached home Bob Was there
He bad taken an earlier trolley.
MAGNIFICENT AND COSTLY.
Beds of lilLoaemeha That Were Worth
Enough to Enrich Ordin-
ary Mortals,
YOUNG MAN FROM JAPAN d HAND-PRESSED LEMON OIL. OLIVER, OLIVER
Knew But Few ,Word e of English, Only Way of Extracting the Flavor-
yet Knee/. How to Be log Matter from the Rind,
Polite. • i of the Fruit.
The other ay,•at a railroad station "This oil of lemon," said the spice
a Japan young man was notietq merchant, "is an exquisite thing. It isamong seVeral Americans, who were l hand-pressed—pressed by hand out oleating, that is, bolting, their food.to 1„lemon rind. Smell IL"
jerks. He knew but few words of Eng.! The odor of tile clear oil, says our
Informant, suggested sunlit lemon
groves miles in extent on a mountain
side overlooking the blue sea.
"I'll tell you how the oil of lemon 13
extracted," he said "A man sits witb
a sponge in one hand and a piece oi
fresh lemon peel in the other. He
prseses the peel against the sponge
giving it finally a certain difficult and
dextrous twist, and this breaks the
reins in the rind, and the oil—there's
a half drop of it—comes reluct-
antly out upon the sponge.
"Whcn the sponge has taken up the
dribtlfngs of al-out a hundred rinds. It
Is wet.enongh to be squeezed out All
ounce or so of clear and fragrant oil
then flows from it.
"1 here is no way to extract this oil
within a lemon rind except by squees-
Ing and twistlng the rind by hand. It
oakes the rinds of about 1,200 lemons
to make one pound of oil.
"Did you, by the way, ever watch a
bartender hold a piece or lemon peel
over a eocktnil. and give the peel s
sudden. quick twist? Well, he wie
*.hen flavoring the cocktail with oil 01
lemon, though the quantity he extract
eel was so small as to be quite invisi.
tic.
"Tmagine doing that
until you had collected
this rare oil."
lish, hut managed to call for *Vim(
oysters and coffee. He ate and drank
with most exquisite manners, and at-
trected much attention by his frequent
use of "I beg Your pardon." When he
wanted the pepper, upon reaching for
it, he said in a sweet voice to the man
before whom he had to pass his arm:
"I beg your pardon." One coarse fel-
low, who sat with his hat tilted over
one eye, surprised even himself ley
pushing the plate of crackers toward
tne polite little Japanese without even
being asked. He did not look up at
if ashamed of being caught In the
act.
Conversing afterward with the young
man from Japan he admitted that he
knew less than 100 words of our Ian-
guage. I beg your pardon, thank you.
If you please and you are very laud
seers phrases he could speak very dis-
tinctly, and by means of them made
his way wherever he went.
Politeness wets nothing and is the
passport to every good in life It never
fails to bring returns. This Sap eras
unlike a little American girl I know,
aged five.
Recently her father brought home a
humorous bodk, teaching politeness by
showing the shockingly bad manners
if a family of children.
"Edna," he said, "I bore these funny
pictures and stories will help you to be
more polite."
"It's of no use, papa. It will take
more than a book to teach me mast
Isere. You can't teach an old dog nev.
tricks."
bartender twits
a quart or SO 0
SCENTED LUBRICATING OIL.
thexi for the Bearings of the Deli-
cate Dells Employed by
Dentists.
MORAL VIEW OF "TIPS." "No, we don't perfume axle ar reas:,
l-nor do we scent gee oil used on thePhilosophical Essay Distributed t43 !Ioannina freight cars" said the deal
the Guests of a Summer Ge, "but there is one lubricating oil
Hotel. • that we do scent, and that is the fine
oil used on dentists' drills.At one of the summer resorts where "Such drills, tiny little drills of beau-
liful workmanship, are made nowa-
days for use in every possible position.
, There are drills that project from the
shaft at a right angle. this being made
possible by the daintiest little bevel
gearing you ever saw, within the drill
head. Others are set at an obtuse
angle, and others, again, are set at an
acute angle.
"With one or another of these vari-
ous drills you can drill out a hole in
any tooth in any direction, up or down
or from the front or the back or the
side, but of course the little drills
wouldn't run smoothly or nicely with
opt lubrication, and you wouldn't wan
to put fish oil in a patient's mouth
already suffering enough, probably.
, "So here is where scented lubricat-
ing oil is used, on deserts' drills—on
the gond part, within' tie easing the,
constitutes the handle, attached to the
end of the flexible shaft and on the
dainty gearing at the head of the dri
Itself—fine oil dust is &dented with
lust a touch of attar of roses.
DOG'S NAME IN DIRECTORY
The Chauffeuse.
He lay prostrate in the dust.
"Alas!" be cried, "you have broken
my heart!"
Her dark eyes, wild with fright,
eneettoned mutely the ambulance cur
rip 'he trip yid saierceilret at u,.
I get her wheree.eer she's a-going."
Friends for Self-Defense.
Jinks--I tell yon what It is, there Is
nothing like haring lots of frienee.
Winks—I presume% not.
Ankle—No, sir. As boos as I levee
job my friends go all around hued*,
I new place Sr see DO lia to Orr* rite
the trouble of borrowing from them.—
Stray Stories.
While a certain New York hotel
boasts a bed costing ele,000, this is 103
no meaas the record holder, for there
are instances of beds far more cost
ly, states the Herald, of that city.
The most magnificent of all was that
presented the then czar of Russia. by
the shah of Persia some 70 years ago
Possibly appreciating the application
to the Russian ruler of the qlotation
that "Uneasy lies thehead that wears
a crown," the shah presented a bed
made of crystal, osnamented with all
ver. It was cut from a solll blook
and in addition to being provided with
steps of blue glass, was furnished with
a fountain that through the night
threw streams or scented water into
the air. 
•
Not so costly was one built in Born
bay for a native ruler some years ago i
and which is still in use. At the foul
corners were full-size figures of Grecian,
maidens, the ones at the top holdine
stringed instruments, while these a,
the foot bore in their hands huge fans •,No," be said; "It's only two ribsExtending the full length of the bed •eel the left should, r blade."
was a music box capable of playing , With an exclanirtIon of relief thefor half an hour before the repertoire (-bail:Tense, or lady autolhobilist, pulledof tnne was exhausted. , ' lvr and sped on.—Philadelphia
The weight of the body set Mb 
t ilhueneteine 
music box in motion, while at the same
1,,t n.ovrer •• • F oe
The Jne.rber's Substitute,
"What in the world do you want with
a phonograph?"
"Oh, you see, I'm a creature of habit
, I started reeentli to shave myself."
i "Well?"
"But I find I can't concentrate my
mind on the job unless seeompented




• •ee in n hall of taw "—Baltimore,
4 merican
Not WoiTied.
1. "They say the rare Is growing small
I or eve,:y year," observed the scientist,
: gravely.
"That doesn't cut any figure!"
etoreee The:velar "Nowadayie a man




OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bunk
.Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
RDOSI1 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 303
Paducah
, Steam Dye Works
II you want y..ur clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line cf samples for tints













A . S. DABNEY,
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building.
- -- - - #
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Pi1011et 355
bfflee hours 8 to to a. in., i to 3





























H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.




St. Louis and Tennessee River Packe
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
Important Changes of Time of South
ern Railway.
On Feeley, December 1st, the fol-
lowing changes in time of Southern
railway trains will become effective:
No, r, now leaving Louisville at
7:40 a. m., will depart at 8 a. m.
No. 9, now leaving Louisville at
3:50 p. m,, Will depart et 335 p. fiL
No. 23, now leavir; Louisville at
7:25 p. 111., Will depart at 715 p. m
No. 24, now leaving Lexington
at6 p. m., will depart at 3:40 p m. 
No. 2, now leaving Lexington at
5:30 p. m., will depart at 5 p. m.
Cerreeponding changes will be
made at local stations and paseen-
leers intending to use these trait 
should collet:It ticket agents for com-
plete information
C. H. ITUNGERFORL), D. P. A
A Farrow Escape.
"Of coarse," said the conscientious
father, "I am about to administer cor-
poral punishment becalm It Is abate
lutely necessary and unavoidable-
"Yea, sir," answered toe boy who has
Ideas of his own. "I suppose that U
•Mr • ,' to ,5.t.c. `yeil vrtriT
$8.00 tot the Routn4
Trip to ieunessee river
and return.
It is a trip of plearare. comfortand rest; good service, good table,
gocd rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jim.
Koger, superintendent; Frank X..
Brown, agcnt.
INN





Roonts 1, 2 and 3 Register Built&
523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both °hones el.
NOT/OE!
Highest price paid for second-him.
Sto-Ves aqd
Farr2ithrte.
Buy anything and ecIl everything,
218-220 Court street. Old phone 13111
Clem Fransioli,
Moving wagon in sotulectie.o,
PURYEA R ,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 3 and 6 Register Building,














Rooms to, II and is, Columl5ia Bldg.
PADUCAH. KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Read
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, ISO
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 3se.
Residence zoo Clay, Old Phone ifoge
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWN' E R—




Office over Globe Bank and Trues
Co 306 Broadway,
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
tHorriecpathist.)




pheee • • , rtelidettee phone 47-
Vernon
entire future would be ruined."—Wanhe
ington Btu.
The Nan tor the Place. 
Applicant—You advertised for an as- .Dr. Jr T •
*Want editor, I believe?
Editor—Yes. Do you know anything
about sericulture?
"T know Mae* to write paregri*Se '
warning fatillideltillee to hate their MI 1
mowing =Whittle outdoors all winter.*













DOES THAT COUGH KEEP
, YOU AWAKE ,NtIGHTS?
441111111116.441•6.40•411,.....4-4




Rexall Cherry Juce Cough
Syrup.
IS GUARANTEED TO CURE IT
IF IT DOES NOT. YOUR MONEY
IS CHEERFULLY REFUNDED.
• THE MIND CANN
OT CON-
A I. ;=.F PER PROPOSI-
TION.




Wednesday Morning, Dec. 6, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
—Yesterday morning sheet 4
o'clock Coroner Crow held an inquest
over the remains of the day-old child
Mattie Moore, colored, on Plunk;
ett Hill, the child having died with-
out the attendance of a physician..
En route back home the coroner ran
across two unknown negroes, to .stop
their fig'hting, avhen one cut Mr.
Crow in the leewitti kBbt
4erkies then rait- The gash was a
small one.
' —Next Sunday the ilea./ time coed
*or the I. C. goes into effect and the
only change made to local trains is
that the passenger due in now from
Louisville at 6:45 p. tn. will come in
6.15 p. m., or thirty minutes ear-
-Former Coencilman John Agnew
'has raboveredithfficiently to leave
Nivertfile hoSpigal, where be vvas op-
erated 'on for eppendicitis.
''-rtge Evans has eent here from
Louisville on °rah- directing "the
bankrupt court tcs.distribute the $r,-
in its hands in the steadier ()har-
k ston case.
—Mr. Luke Siegel and wifee of
4TWelith Ind Ohio, have a new girt
baby.
-The steamboats yesterday
!aoright 4.090 bags of peanuts from
the Tennessee river.
"BUSTER BROWN" 1ATINEE
Will Be the Manday Afternoon At-
traction at The Kentucky.
It %vat deligbt the little folks es-
pecially to know that -Buster Brown'
is to be presented Monday afternoon
:fr at Th
e Kentucky as a matinee
action as well as at night. Yester
day when the box office of The Ken-
tucky began to distills.. . as souven-




glees mgay in each city ahead of its
ruing,there was diet up such a de-
mand for a matinee performance that
Manager Tom Roberts, of The Ken-
tacky, who is ever on the alert to
please the patrons of the 'house, de-
cided a matinee must follow for the
sake 9f the little people of the city.
He, therefore, put 'himself in tele-
phonic touch with the company,
aillsich is now in Louisville, and got
the manager's consent for and.protn-
ise of a matiqse4 and .was quick to
announce the fact. The' great host
s"Buster Brown's" imitators in Pa-
ducah theref rTj .c.e at their
ar to e the at
" in person.
A at The Ee "I"NT
and to see hi mas full of pranks as
his dog Tige was ever full of fleas.
Norse should be or is likely to be ab-.1
sent; not if they care to laugh so
thetr sides will ache and grow fat
front diring se., "See the regular ad
for other facts," for Monday will
onfIl be here.
good kick.
and only I!' B
Monday alit
To Chicago ant $9
Over Pernsylvania Lines
Decernbed 16 to 19, Inclusive.
E....ctir‘ions from Loui,- ville to In-
ternaeonal Live Stock Exposition.
Ientisville to Chicago without chang-
ing cars. Daylight ride, or through
by night. Same convenient train very
ice rewriting. Further information
freely given upon request addressed
to C. IT. Hagerty, District Passen-
ger Agent, Louisville, Ky.
"MISTER MOON"
New Compositihn of Mr: Wallerstein
Will Be Rendered Monday. •
Next Montlay evening at the "Bus-
ter Brown" performance at The Ken-
tucky there will he rendered the lat-
est composition by Mr. Herbert L.
Walleretein, of this City. It is a Jong
entitled "Mister Moon." and is quite
a beautiful piece. The manager of
the "Blotter Brown" troupe has asked
for permission to have it sung from
the ;stage and this privilege has been
accorded.
Mir. Walk:stein is one of the most
talented and thorough composers of
this city. 'having already turned out
a number of pieces whit+ quickly
found txmolarity the Gauntry.. _over
and caused quite a run for The work.
Re iv of the big Wallerliajta ejathing
tutablidintent. stid it 'if a *ItiMaiTM
Mat* pleasure to his many friends
te see tile rapid manner in which 'he
is gaining.. wi recogeitiod ,fqr
his able cosotTi3,' on which i lie
deviates 14s spare time.
MESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES
WANN. R WENT 'PO AU-
RORA, IND.
There Die:: at Chattanooga Uncle of
Maj-: Seunder's Wife.
—Rev. Ham's Wife Dead.
Last night Messrs. John and Chas.
Wanner left foe Aurora, Ind., to at-
tend the fitr....ral services over the re-
mains of thc r sister, Mrs. Lena Voe-
gel, Who died there Monday after a
ten days' ill.tess with pneumonia.
The last obsNuies will be conducted
tomorrow at that place.
Mrs. Voegel was thirty years of
age, and the wife of Mr. Julius Voe-
gel, a well known citizen of that
place. Besid -s her husband ,she
leaves her r—ents, M. and Mrs.
Michael War-4. of Aurora, two sis-
ers and twt alters, both the lat-
of here, :dr. John Wanner being
the jeweler of Broadway and Fifth
street and son-in-law of Mr. Frank
Kirchhoff. Mr. Charles Wanner is
connected with the Kirchhoff bakery,
of South Second street.
Minister's Wife Dead.
Word came yesterday from Bowl-
ing Green that there had died the
wife of •Rev. M. F. Ham, the minis-
ter who conducted the series of re-
vival meetings here last winter, and
is well known in Paducah. His wife
took sick while he was conducting a
revival at Beaumont, Tex., and he
took her to their home in Bowling
Green, where she died and was buried
yesterday.
Mr. Cosby Passed Away.
Word reached here yesterday ebat
the night 'before in asanosua.
Term , there died Mr. W. Costly,
formerly of Mayfield, who located in
the Tennessee city thirteen years
ago. He was a contractor 75 years
of age, and uncle of Deputy U. S.
Marchal George Sounder's wife.
ABOUT PEOPLE
Major J. H. Ashcroft and wife
leav5 told*, for e to visit
their son, Mr. &raft. They
intended going k since, but
ye•
the major took isVras not ab
to be out until 
le
Marshal Charles liarNutt, of May-
field, was in the city yesterday on
business.
Miss Lila Hart has returned 4orn
New Albany, Ind, where she was
called by the death of her aunt last
week.
%firs. Frank Coburn and daughter
Cady; have returned from spending
a week with the former'e son,
Thomas Cobourre Who is attend*,
college at Nashville, Tenn. •
Mr. Herbert Lent is here from
Evanwiffe. He is the contractor who
furnished the brick for the Third
street work. 
4
'Mrs. Aleck McCune has gone to
Louisville, to visit her daughter, Mrs.
Charles G. Beeler.
$ecretary of State Harry V. •Mc-
Chesney, hi Frankfort, arrived 'here
yesterday en route to Smithland.
,Ittr. Oscar Hank left last evening
for Phenix, Arizona, to visit his
brother De. William I-flank, who is
out there far his health.
s. A tide Wilhelm returned
rom visiting her daughter,
*a Ree, I. Wt. Wright . of Noah-
wits Tegh., by whose illness the
former was tailed there several
weeks ago. Mrs. Wright has recov-
ered from her attack.
Dr. J. E.. Wkielfle and wife have re-
tutted freim visiting in Vienna, Ill.,
• Art J. L. Brandon and enughter.
Mira Lora, arrived last night from
Lexington to visit friends.
gat. J. T. Watkins has moved :here
from Graves county to reside.
Isle s see. James-Speed and J. H. Shaw
of Illinois, are here to see if they can
not arrange to form a chautaque to
he given here next summer. They
will he in the city several days.
Major George Saunders returned
yesterday from Mayfield.
Lawyer Mike Oliver returned last
evening from Benton where he has
been on legal business.
Dr. John Gardner, of Mayfield, has
returned home after visiting his sis-
ter, Mrs. Edward Curd, who it recov-
ering from her paralytis stroke.
MOSS ESTATE.
Son Requested Mr. W. F. Paxton to
Qualify As Executor.
Mn. W. F. Paxtoji yesterday morb-
ing received a better from Dr.
Thomas E. Mose, of Manila, Philip-
pine Islands, wherein the latteri said
he could not serve as executor of the
will of his late father, Major Thomas
E.. 'Mose, who died in Manila while
there visiting his childeen. The son
asked Mr. Paxton to qualify, but the
latter has not yet decided whether
to accept the trust or not. He will
immediately make a decision though.
• Or. Movie said his father's remains
were in the government mortuary
there and would be brooght home
Shortly ,for inteneent The letter
freiet the son was dated October
24rb•
Koss atul his sister Mrs. Wheat
forwarded to Mr. Paxton the signed
doninnents, empowering the ilatttr to
qualify and take Charge. ,
MISS IRENE SCOTT 41415 MR.
THOMAS HALL ARE
MARRIED.
Pressing Business Caused the Gebom
and Cupid to Hurry the Court-
ship to Culmination,
Quite a happy and delightful sur-
prise will be this infoernation to
many friends as it allaollaCts that
at .5:45 o'clock yesterday afternoon
,Miss Irene Scott and Mr. Thomas
W. Hall were united in marriage at
the residence of the 1;frille's mother,
on Fourth and-Monroe streets. The
ouptials came as a surprise to every-
body, and the joy is doubled on ac-
count of 'the unexpected news. The
couple left on the-Mensplii strain for
a bridal tour through the South and
will for the time being make their
home in Jackson, Tenn.
The courtship for this couple has
been the source of much interest and
pleatture to their wide circles of
friends foe many months, and an-
nouneements had been expected for
their wedging to occur soutetinte lit-,
er. On aqcount of pressing business
though calling the grootn to the
South right away copal aisiated in
pressing the suit and they suddenly
informer/ their friends yesterday of
the proposed marriage. The bride is
one of the city's most popular young
ladies, and although the nuptials were
an entirely inf I affair stil/ the
house was filleriith many friends
summoned by /the hurried atftrounce-
meta. At the appointed hour Rey
W. H. Pinkerton, of the First Chris-
tian church, spoke the words that
hound the two. Repairing imitated-
leItely•tio the train the couple left for
their southern trip.
One of the most strikingly It:end-
game and beautiful of ladies is the
*arming and popular young bride,
"Aso is endowed with a sweetness Of
disposition and exceedirigly Attrac-
tive.. matinee, that endear her closely
to eiveytxxly. Her beauty isl, of_ a.
ed type that distinguidseaf
her ,oehgeis, and she was one
elf the sought after young social
belles of this section. She is the
yotmgest daughter of, Kra. M. K
Scott.
I*. Hall is a young man standing
pre-eninently popular with every-
body. He has made this plate his
house for many years, but the first
of igos went on the road for the
Eley-Walker dry good, !souse of St.
Louis, with territory in Western
Kentucky and Tennessee, therefore
Jackson was practically hit 'bead-
quarters, but he often came here. fie
is one of a most congenial aid
affable young men, vepteei ei a busi-
ness standpoint is of that
integrity and sterling quality ,'rat
forges 'o the front
Their marry friends will forislith
tortgratulationa to she happy pair,i
• THE RIVERS
There gets out for Cairo this
ing at 8 o'clock the steamer
Fowler. She.,comee back again it
night.
The strainer jise Fowler is today's
packet in the Evansville trade
Yestetdvis John S. Hopkins
went to 
.
naval and returns to-
morrow. • • -
The City 6f Savannah reaches St.
Louis today and leaves there tomor-
row afternoon on her return this
way for the Tennissee .river
The City of Saltillo Is the next
through boat omit of the Tenneasee
river for St. Louis. She toms out
next Saturday.
The Rees Lee leaves Cincinnati
this afternoon for Nfemphis. She gets
here next Sunday on her way down.
The Peters bee 1 eaves Memphis
this afternoon and gets here Friday
on her way up for Cincinnati.
Thia afternoon at five o'clock there
skips out for the Tennessee river the
steamer Clyde. She comes back again
next Monday night.
Tomorrow 'night the steamer Ken-
tucky comes out of the Tennessee
river. She lays here until five
o'clock Saturday afternoon before




WILL WAGE A WAR
ON TOBACCO TRUST
Congressman James Introduces Bill
in Congress to Benefit
Growers.
Washington, D. C., Dec. 5.—War
on the tobacco trust is the meaning
of a bill introduced in conferee, to-
day by Representative 011ie James.
His bill removes the tax of 6 cents
a pound off of twist and leaf tobacco,
and in effect allows the growers to
stern, twist and sell their own to-
becco without paying the special
license.
The entire Kentucky delegation is
behind Mr. James in this movement.
Mtr. James says that with the hide-
pendent growers doing all they can
and with the state delegation working
every possible way to get its bill
through congress some relief may he
granted. The repteeentativee from
nearly all of the tobacco-growing








Third Act Vitiate, of "Hans an' Nix," at The Kentucky Thursday Night.
Thr
Hamilton
-nod look around. We
are proud of our stock
of pianos and like to
show them. We can




W. T MILLER & BROTHER
520 Broadway.
POPULAR WANTS
FOR RENT—Three rooms on
ground floor for bouseireeping, one
square of postoffsce . Address "R. J.
Ms" this office.
FOR RENT—Six-room cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office • ,
, FOR RENT—Five room cottage at
717 Harrison street. Apply aas
Broadway.
FOR RENT—Nice furnished
rooms, 622 jeffereon street. Phone
1735
NOTICE.
The sysierri of credit has iieen so
shamefully abused by the public in
the matter of collection of "Insur-
ance premiums" that die local agents!
of Piduceh, Ky., have been forced to
adopt the following rule with refer-
ence to the collection of premiums.
"Recognizing abet the Fire Insurance
business is essentially as well as
necessarily, a CASH business by
reason of the poli cbntracts, and
as all agents are if by the
rules of their c Ines, to settle
promptly each month for the previous
month's business, we are therefore
forced to ask of our patrons pennon
payment of all ',reweave's', and in or-
der to do so we, the undersigned.
hereby mutually agree and adopt and
pledge ourtelves to faithfully carry
out, in the collection of premiums,
the following rule to-wit:
'What we notity our patrons, the
public generally,' through the daily
mess; eachsagent signing the notice,
that commencing on the ist day o
f
January 1906, 'all policies arr due and
payableSiethen the insurance is effected
or upon delivery ct policy in per-
son or by mail."
Signed:
R. E. ASH BROOK.
L. L NEBOUT.
REEVES & WILCOX.
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
, 'J. FRIEDMAN'.


















—Farmer Bivine, of the Ranglaed
section, yesterday reported that 23
turkeys were stolen front his pier
ce
the !eight before „. ,
WOLFF JEWELRY STORE
This 9 a. m.
SPECIAL
31 Bread Trays
Quadruple Silver plated, French Gray Floral 
Border, Bright
Center, Length is inches Regular price la so
Just to make it worth tour whit to visit our new stor
e and
have you see the largest and best selected stock of Christmas pr
es-
ents ever displayed here, we will sell one to a cust
omer this
morning for $1.50 No telephfue orders table —none reserved—
Be prompt_ Cue only.




:\ MONDAY DEC. 11.
Sure cure for the Blues.
Good for that tired feeling.
Hurts Doctors Business.
BDusterUrow 11
THE ONE BIG SHOW
TRY IT SOME NIGHT. IT WILL PUT YO
U IN GREAT SHAPE
TO GRAPPLE WITH LIFE NEXT MORNING GRE
AT
CAST, BIG BEAUTY CHORUS, ELABORATE STAGE
EFFECTS CROWDED EVERYWHERE
SPECIAL MATINEE For Children at 3 O'CLOCK
PRICES: Matinee, Orchestra, 75c; Balcony, soc. CHILDREN 250
to any part of the House.
NIGHT PRICES: 25c, 35c, soc 75c and St oo.




We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence !Mt
0
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